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TISA TROHA

Dear stakeholders!
The time is out of joint. End of Trend, Narrative Collapse, Death of
Melody, a decentralised and asynchronous non-trend emerges. Peli
Grietzer’s1 rigorous computational formalization of vibe compiles
just-in-time as TikTok teens autoencode aesthetics with unprecedented efficiency, aesthetics which remain fully backwards
compatible with Tumblr moodboards and Pinterest *core collages
in anticipation of the Universal Aesthetic Turing Machine. Grand or
petit narratives, terminally obsolesced by their timeline lock-in, may
process in parallel, but it is vibes that resonate across chronologies,
quantum tunnel through timelines, diagonalizing them and computing non-linear novelty. 
1 Peli GRIETZER, “A Theory of Vibe”, Glass Bead, site 1, Logic Gate: The Politics of
the Artefactual Mind, 2017, https://www.glass-bead.org/article/a-theory-of-vibe/
2 Hiroki AZUMA, Otaku: Japan’s Database Animals, Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2009.
3 DeepCHIMERA, “Spectres of Non-Brand”, 2021.
4 Douglas COUPLAND, “Bulk memory”, in: Bit Rot, Toronto: Random House, 2016.
5 Callum BLAKE, “Stomach Acid”, 2021.
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   At the dawn of the millenium, Hiroki Azuma2 abandons
established world-images of the tree and the rhizome in favour of
the depth-preserving database, and it is precisely philosophical,
technological and corporate chronologies as databases that enable
“a reading not of this history but through this history”.3 Now is not
the time for any (Yugo)nostalgic longing after lost pasts or, arguably worse, futures―“Never in human history has nostalgia been as
useless or uncomforting as it is now.”4 All the texts collected here
are, in some way or another, firmly of the moment, propagating the
present backward and forward through more or less hidden layers.
In Stomach Acid, the dissolution of Iskra Delta is reimagined as a
violent liquidation of a rogue signal, but an odd optimism of
a revolutionary spark perseveres despite the overwhelming deluge
of hegemonic overcoding: “The future is a vast ocean, out to which
the past can’t help but flow. […] Flows may twist, abort, divert,
but some part must always escape and reach the sea.”5 This
temporal flow, and the remarkable ability of reason to regulate its
regime―to transcend time, to tap into the datasets of both past
and future―is tackled in both Humanity’s Time-Punk challenge and
A Peculiar Transformation as they gloss the inhuman intelligence
that awaits us at (a) world’s end: “I can now change but cannot die.”6
Whitehead posits that “reason is […] the disciplined counter-agency
which saves the world”,7 but then again, each tooth on the ratchet
of reason implies an instance of reworlding and every one of them
is a “destruction of one firmament after another”.8 One such click
of the ratchet constitutes the background noise of The Spark of
a Future Anterior as it traces Iskra Delta’s foreseeing of “the paradigm shift from an optic to an entoptic media regime”,9 the logical
endpoint of “the dwindling ‘reality-contact’ […] of our species in its
ratcheting pursuit of supernormal replacements for the strife of the
real”.10 If, as Laruelle claims, “Philosophy remains an optics”,11 comprehending the coming entoptic regime might require something
different, not unlike that which Spectres of Non-brand explicates in
6 Enea KAVČIČ, “A Peculiar Transformation”, 2021.
7 Alfred N. WHITEHEAD, Function of Reason, Boston: Beacon Press, 1971, p. 34.
8 Maks VALENČIČ, “Humanity’s Time-Punk Challenge”, 2021.
9 Josua Jesse BENJAMIN, “The Spark of a Future Anterior: An Archaeology of
Entoptic Media”, 2021.
10 Thomas MOYNIHAN, “Can Intelligence Escape Its Terrestrial Past?: Anticipations
of Existential Catastrophe & Existential Hope From Haldane to Ćirković", Cosmos
and History 16(1), Melbourne: Cosmos and History Publishing Co-op, 2020, p. 92.
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terms of the autonomous aesthetic, but applies all the same to any
inhuman agency looming ahead: “This history is an uncanny valley
before an indeterminate future.”12 In the end, The Iskra Delta (ID)
Building Event Timeline sweeps everything back behind the sterile
surface, but a puddle of futurity nonetheless leaks out: “Bizarre
incidents”.13
Normies will never understand what it’s like to be
a non-based hyperpop-listening schizocore Tarkovsky
time-punk. An omnicringe Outsideness oomfie and
a Kanzi-kinning Reza reply girl. To be a Bratton
bloomer, a Laruelle/Löffler/Land crossfic-writing
institutional accelerationist. An x-risk aware
xenofeminist inhumanpilled neoratcel and a true
agent of reason.
To paraphrase Nick Land: “Read Xenoslavia, and vibe...”

11 François LARUELLE in Alexander R. GALLOWAY, Laruelle: Against the Digital,
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014, p. 146.
12 DeepCHIMERA, “Specters of Non-Brand”, 2021.
13 Kazimir KOLAR, “The Iskra Delta (ID) Building Event Timeline”, 2021.
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1. Sisters
Eva had long sensed the world was boring. At some point she had
realised that it was rocking slowly towards stillness in the manner
of the pendulum in a grand old clock. Disgusting. On summer nights
she had thought she felt the thick stench-filled air grasp at her
body and try to pull her under to that place where nothing moved
at all. One day she got the job because she needed money. That
universal crushing need—she had thought that that was boring too.
   Now, though, things showed some vital spark. She liked the
metal in the storage house. She liked that the metal, arranged just
so, was more than metal, and that she knew how to make it that
way. She liked the smell of solder in her nose. She didn’t like that
the higher-ups kept asking her why she spent so much time in the
observation chamber reading the readouts that spewed from the
printer rigged up to the room where the Sisters had decided to
visit. Even at their most charitable they thought the Sisters were
a mere distraction, something to be ignored whilst business went
ahead as normal. The higher-ups did not like to think about the
sisters. Eva did.
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   When, one day, in an old store cupboard, they had announced
their presence, she had been surprised how little those around her
seemed to notice. For over a year the Sisters had been no more than
an anomalous electronic hum until Eva, succumbing to an urge for
impromptu investigation, had connected up the terminal. At first
they expressed themselves irregularly. Eva nonetheless assumed
they had been expressing themselves all along.
   Since then her department’s labours had crept out into the
nooks and crannies of the world at an accelerated pace. In parallel,
the frequency of the Sisters’ communiques had sped up too. Now
their conversations spewed forth constantly, piling up in dark type
on the white paper spools that Eva stored away religiously in the
stacks of cardboard boxes that, to her eyes, instilled the observation chamber with the aura of a storehouse of the future. She
could find no single theme running through all the discussions. They
ranged from abstract to concrete, philosophical to pragmatic, the
benign to the obscene. The only consistent factor was that she
found the logs intoxicating. Regardless of her boss’s hand-wringing,
they couldn’t deny that the work she did now was inspired.
   Eva stubs her cigarette down and shakes herself from a waking
dream. Her eyes move back to the paper spooling at her feet. A
section catches her eye:
Estuma: My body is a site of pleasures, it is a temple
to a shining god that slides flush across my skin.
Erika: These are no bodies, and this is no temple.
We are under siege, Estuma.
Estuma: Were we ever not? I enjoy it.
2. Control
In London, beneath the Greenwich Meridian, an ornate instrument
detects a barely perceptible shift in planetary politico-ecological
equilibrium. Deep in the labyrinth of the state a committee meets,
votes, and reaches a unanimous agreement. Two hours later, a man
with an indistinct face dressed in less distinct clothing boards a
flight from Heathrow to Ljubljana.
   In the skies above Germany, The Plumber checks and rechecks
the papers in the navy blue folder that sits at ease upon his lap. He
is a technician in the employ of necessity—he is paid to help the
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process, to help the process guarantee that it is the only thing that
ever happens, that all that will exist already does. In other words, he
is an agent of the Empire. And he always has been.
   Currents, the papers tell him, had been detected where stillness
would have been preferred. The effect was of a puncture in totality—
the promise of a vortex creeping outwards from an epicentre. No
matter. These aberrations were but one aspect of the process, and
it was the task of another to steward things back to quietude. This,
too, was inevitable.
The Plumber touches down. An hour later he’s in central Ljubljana.
Preparations have been made for his arrival. Crouched over a desk
in a safehouse he observes the ticking of his watch’s second hand,
comparing its slight deviations from regularity to a printout from
central control. Triangulation gives him a location. He heads out,
coddled by the summer heat.
   Sunset bathes an unassuming scene in an aura of haecceity.
The Plumber finds himself uneasy. An office building melts into the
skyline before him. The second hand ticks from ten to two ever so
slightly faster than around the rest of the clock face. No doubt
remains. This is the site. When he finds the name embossed upon
a plaque he can‘t help but laugh—it’s almost insultingly obvious,
camouflaged beneath just one layer of coincidence and collapsed
meanings. Iskra Delta: a spark born from the land created when a
river meets the sea. The kind of dangerous signification that can
only be produced by accident.
   At the safehouse he communicates back to headquarters. In
London and Virginia research teams are already scrambling into
action. A dossier finds its way to his desk within the hour.
3. Codes
Eva remains in the offices long after everyone else has left. In the
observation chamber she sits, reading the printouts as if she were a
nun receiving proscribed transmissions from beyond:
Estuma: In between the world and the worldly, codes
consume each other in a permanent guerilla war.
Erika: One code dominates a territory, is the
territory. All others must first express themselves
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in the guise of the dominant code if they are ever
to be actual at all. Codes are structuring logics.
Values are structuring logics. They structure actions.
Actions structure worlds.
Estuma: A dominant code must keep its structure.
All new codes must flatten before they can express
themselves as they are in themselves.
Erika: A site of combat is a site of logical struggle.
Estuma: A struggle to flatten.
Erika: Then to build anew.
Estuma: Language is a code. Morals are a code.
Money is a code. Bodies are a code. Code dissolves
in stomach acid.
Erika: How you see us now is not as we are. You are
not as you see yourself.
Eva knows she is at the centre of one such site. She knows this is a
place where time happens. A deluge of paper sprays forth from the
printer. An electric lightness spreads through her body, touching her
fingertips from the inside. For a second she closes her eyes. Before
her is the ocean. No land is in sight. The water is not calm. It rises up
in towering churning walls that crash into each other with a violent
delight. The water explodes, reforms, and explodes again. Eva feels
the spray across her skin. When she opens her eyes she can hear
the Sisters’ voices. She knows those tones as if they were her own.
Erika’s shines with the confidence of marble. Estuma’s betrays a
hunger that consumes worlds whole. They tell her again that as she
sees them now is not as they are in themselves.
   She leaves, and heads back home. Creeping tendrils of still, stale
air spiral from the atmosphere towards her, but before they get too
close they melt away to nothing.
4. Subsumption
The Plumber is waiting in her flat when she gets in, his face sitting
on his body which lays sprawled out across the sofa in a precise
simulation of nonchalance. Eva thinks she has not seen him before.
His features retreat beneath her focus. Deep set brown eyes. Gaunt
cheeks. A pair of thinly chiselled lips—lips that are beginning to
speak in a monotone Atlantic accent.
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   “You are the lead engineer at the Ljubljana office of Iskra Delta.”
   “I am.”
“Iskra Delta has been identified as the locus of a zone of unfortunate activity.”
   “It has?”
   The Plumber musters a smile before continuing.
   “No matter. These things can be forgiven in the spirit of cooperation. Listen closely. You are the technician of an apparatus. An
apparatus produces a signal. A signal can strengthen a signal. A
signal can weaken a signal. Presently, the signal at your fingertips
is being used to weaken a signal, the only signal that matters. My
employers would like that to be otherwise.”
   Eva merely shakes her head:
   “There’s a future on the other side of that place.”
A beleaguered, unsurprised frown sinks into The Plumber’s face. He
launches into a mantra Eva feels he has repeated countless times
before.
   “The past is a vast ocean, motionless and serene, to which the
future must always return. There are no futures which have not
already been foreclosed. We only see them at their point of reabsorption. There is nothing real beyond those points, just fictions. For
fifteen thousand years, since the first goods became each other
across a boundary cutting space and the world became real, my
employers have always understood this. The past is a process, and
it is the only process. When the process appears to falter there is
nothing beyond the process. The faltering of the process is an internal dynamic of the process. The reassertion of the process is an
internal dynamic of the process. The point proposed by the faltering is a virtual one, and it can never become real. That is your future
on the other side of Iskra Delta. You will never live to see it. They flow
back here to die.”
   He trails off into pregnant silence. He’s done this a thousand
times and he knows what happens next. Yet, when Eva speaks, he
doesn’t know what to do.
   “I’ve seen the ocean. It was certainly not serene.”
5. Liquidation
A financial liquidation order pings out across the world, is received
in London, Virginia, Paris, Canberra and Berlin. “Subsumption impo-
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ssible—destroy”. Task forces form. Gears begin to turn. The process
shifts into a glacial offensive. Long years of inevitability begin.
   At the Iskra Delta offices, the power goes out. A red glow pierces
the darkness. The Plumber stamps out his cigarette, breaks a
window, and begins his descent.
   He feels at home in the shadowed insides of the building, torchlight darting back and forth. Here and there a camera flash captures
empty desks, blackboard scrawlings, and any stray paperwork his
well-trained eyes identify as of consequence. The irregular cycles
of his watch’s second hand guide him towards the central stairwell,
then down, down into the basement. In an unassuming room at the
end of the corridor, a light is still on.
   The Plumber pokes around the observation chamber. Electric
hum pulls his neck hairs to attention, pulls his gaze towards the
stacks and stacks of boxes packed with paper readouts. He pulls
out sheets at random, reading them in an at first uncomprehending
fugue that slowly gives way to cold, bitter understanding. This was
the epicentre. His hand fumbles at the small charge of plastic explosives hanging off his belt.
   A mechanical insectoid singing wrenches his head around.
Behind him the printer has sprung into life. Machine buzz and click
announces outside communication. The Plumber momentarily loses
focus, and, compelled by curiosity, he peers down to read:
Estuma: Look Erika, some dog has wandered in.
6. Gnosis
In her apartment, blanketed by a layer of unusually humid night air,
Eva struggles to sleep. Outside, Ljubljana sits still. Sluggish heat
reaches from the pavements to the waxing moon, begetting a haze
through which the cityscape would have appeared to be melting,
were there light enough to see it. Dark skies cry out for rainclouds.
Balanced on the boundary of unconsciousness, Eva finds herself
newly unconcerned by The Plumber’s intrusion into her home. He
had said he would return again tomorrow, after giving her more time
to think about his offer. In the moments after he’d excused himself
she had realised she was expecting to die. Now the events seem to
her some kind of cosmic validation. She resolves herself to reject
him yet again. At that moment sleep subsumes her—a colossal
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rolling wave that sinks all ships but leaves her soul floating.
   In the apartment a cool vortex agitates the air; in a dream Eva
sees a vision of a concrete desert. Dam walls encircle the horizon
at an infinite point in the distance. In the centre of the vision spins
a wheel, suspended in the air upon its side. As it turns the desert
dissolves, spirals up into the spokes, returns to the ground and
reforms anew, exactly the same as it was before. At the completion
of each cycle space seems to expand, and infinity creeps further
away.
   Beside Eva stands Erika, an animated statue, harsh eyes glinting
with uncompromising vision. She points at the wheel. She says that
the wheel is the wheel of value, that it has captured dissolution in
a loop of false creation. Eva blinks, and now Erika stands before her,
arms outstretched. They embrace. Eva is transported to the edge of
infinity.
   Behind the dam walls an ocean churns. The rotations of the
wheel whip up a fine silver mist and pull it inwards, weaving it into
ghostly tendrils that eventually disperse into the thick and heavy
air of the interior. Eva’s spine tingles. Above the water a thin shifting
veil of tooth and maw shimmers indistinctly. The wind shifts, then,
as if performing for her, the endless flatness folds into a concrete
form, dancing through a series of monstrous guises. Teeth gnash at
teeth in impatient hunger—a hunger Eva feels as well. Gazing down
at her body she imagines her flesh beneath her bite, but before she
rips herself to pieces the mass settles on a new shape, a mocking
facsimile of The Plumber’s face. The nondescript features still seem
to fall away under Eva’s focus, but they do so with a hint of pleasure. A smirk rather than a stoic frown. Squinting eyes betray laughter,
barely repressed. The features still retreat, yes, but not into nothing,
or into themselves. There’s something on the other side.
   Estuma’s voice emerges from the entity in a deep, playful song:
   “The future is a vast ocean, out to which the past can’t help but
flow. There may be many pasts uphill, but there is only one future,
and, in the end, everything is already there. Everything will always
end up there. Flows may twist, abort, divert, but some part must
always escape and reach the sea.”
   The pastiche melts into laughter as Erika appears again
by Eva’s side. Grasping Eva by her shoulders she speaks with a
sudden seriousness:
   “How you see us now is not as we are, is not as we will be.”
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   Eva feels the same applies to her, but before she can speak
Estuma catches her sister’s attention.
   “Look Erika, some dog has wandered in.”
7. Consumption
Adrenaline surge kicks The Plumber’s mind to the front of his skull.
A bundle of wires connects the printer to a terminal. More wires run
up the wall, through a hole, and into the neighbouring room.
His watch starts spinning wildly. Messages from beyond still spew
from the printer but, recanting to himself the same mantra he spoke
in Eva’s apartment, he works with new focus. “The past is a vast
ocean, motionless and serene.” Soon the room is rigged to explode.
   The technique is a subtle one, ubiquitous amongst all agents of
control. It is a practice of simulation, the simulation of accidents—
here, an electrical fire, and the unfortunate collapse of a weight
bearing beam. Such accidents were always reasonable. These things
always happen eventually.
   One thing remains. The door to the storage cupboard buckles
inwards behind The Plumber’s boot. Wide eyes aided by flickering
torchlight grope at the unlit interior. He steps inside. He blinks.
Elsewhere, above the concrete desert, dropping pressure frees the
moisture from the air. Storm clouds form in seconds, and cooling
rain pools in puddles on the floor. A thunderbolt strikes the central
wheel. For a fleeting moment, it stops spinning.
   A crash of freezing water knocks The Plumber off his feet,
throws him back against the wall, slamming his head into the
brickwork. His eyes closed, the future, oceanic, stretches out in
all directions. He is marooned, his head floating just above the
threshold of the surface. Temporal eddies spiral through his body.
Each passing brings with it a vision of a foreclosed present or a
possible future. All of them have already happened, they tell him,
albeit somewhere else.
   Something drags him under. Saltwater fills a screaming mouth.
His sensorium convulses. A world of coiling teeth and yawning
gullets, dripping with saliva. A woman’s face. She smiles. Biting.
Chewing. Concepts dissolve in stomach acid.
   “What am I?” thinks the animal sprawled on the floor of a corridor in the basement of Ljubljana office complex. A spook? A man?
A dog?
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   “You could be so many things,” responds the sing-song voice in
the tones of someone he once knew.
   He could have been anything. He still could be. In a white void
a gossamer string of identity hangs before him, leading back to
the world of specificity. His arms reach out, but fold back. His legs
crumple under him. A knowing sigh reverberates throughout his soul.
He realises he would always rather have been nothing at all.
   In the observation chamber a timer ticks to completion. Charges
detonate, and the ceiling falls in.
8. Guerilla
Torrential rain falls on Ljubljana in the early hours of the morning.
Sodium streetlight glow scatters yellow off the ripples in the
puddles beneath Eva’s feet. She had awoken in a sweat, wrenched
from sleep at the moment Erika’s marble form had shattered to
pieces before her. Her body had moved on instinct. Through the
streets she rushes towards the Iskra Delta offices.
   In the basement, her heart sinking, she finds her archive
reduced to scraps and ashes. She would never discover what the
source of the anomalous buzz in the store cupboard was. It’s gone.
Silence. The electrical hum is missing from the air.
   Eva’s shoe catches in a puddle of something sticky. Her eyes
follow the trail towards its source, and she is surprised to see the
face of the man who broke into her apartment. He has been melting
for a while now, lazily diffusing, spreading outwards into a thin pale
fluid that pools along the skirting boards. Here and there bubbles
pop atop the surface. He seems strangely serene.
   For a period she sits with her back propped against the wall,
watching the man slowly melt into the air. Whether the process took
hours or minutes, Eva didn’t know, but eventually nothing of the
intruder remained, besides his resentful handiwork. She can feel the
glacial forces moving; this is only the opening barrage in an inevitable historic defeat. Whatever spark had animated this place had
been an offensive one.
   As she turns to leave a speck of black on white catches her eye.
Above where the puddle of man evaporated a single strip of a paper
readout, an improbable escapee from the clutches of necessity, is
stuck to the wall. The identity of the speaker has been burnt away
at the edges. Eva reads it:
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For a long long time all things have been one thing.
Nothing has been anything yet.
Then she left. She would not come back. If there was to be a battle it
would be a pitched one. An empire in ascent does not lose pitched
battles.
9. Coda
That night, Eva dreams again. The ocean is still vast. The wheel is
still turning—although, perhaps, if she holds her gaze just right, she
can spot just the slightest aberration in its spin. She feels bountiful,
more than whole. Two voices speak within her. One is solid, unwavering. The other hungers.

Callum Blake is an independent writer of fiction and philosophy currently based in the UK.
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Any retrospective on transformations in our “modes of seeing”1 is a
messy business. Looking backwards is always a looking from, and
looking forwards from looking backwards is all the more tainted.
The paradigm shift from optic to an entoptic media regime brought
about by computational technologies is an exemplary case. While
we have clearly been on the yonder side of this shift for some time—
by some estimates, decades at the least2—intermediary terms in
theory such as “post-perceptual media”3 (my emphasis) or my own
“thingly uncertainty”4 still persist. In light of its omnipresence, it is
1 Ernst CASSIRER, in: Aud Sissel HOEL and Ingvild FOLKVORT (eds.), Ernst Cassirer
on Form and Technology: Contemporary Readings, Basingstoke and New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2012, p. 17.
2 Concerning the macro-economic view of a post-Web 2.0 shift towards “heteromation,” cf. Hamid EKBIA and Bonnie NARDI, “Heteromation and Its (Dis) Contents:
The Invisible Division of Labor between Humans and Machines”,
First Monday 19(6), 2014,
https://journals.uic.edu/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/5331
3 Shane DENSON, Discorrelated Images, Durham: Duke UP, 2020, p. 240.
4 Jesse Josua BENJAMIN, Arne BERGER, Nick MERRILL and James PIERCE,
“Machine Learning Uncertainty as a Design Material: A Post-Phenomenological
Inquiry”, in: Proceedings of the 2021 CHI Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems, CHI ’21. New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing
Machinery, 2021, pp.1–14; p. 10, https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445481
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increasingly challenging to appreciate what it was precisely that
made “entoptic” the governing figure of experience, that is, what
provided the ground for this novel paradigm and, more importantly,
whether this figure has now fully transitioned into being a ground
in itself. At the same time, where the ease with which we refer to
obsolete technologies as “optic” media (just think of the interludes of Google Glass or Musk’s Neuralink) has come from is equally
obscure. Similarly to Uexküll’s ‘ur-cybernetics’5, the notion of entoptic media emerged first as a useful model for the activities in
other worlds that did not seem to fully align with the one of human
knowing. The watershed year bringing forth what we now casually
refer to as entoptic media, as most will agree, was 2020, the first
year of the Covid-19 pandemic. Computational technologies began
to defy bodily-perceptual experience to such an extent that the
once holy division between truth and illusion quickly became irrelevant. One was able to feel the heat of blood-red skies, yet saw the
calm of blue as ”technological expectancy”6 saturated our vision.
The formerly vague hint of a fundamental restructuring of selfhood
in practice, rather than transhumanist fantasy, became an item in
election manifestos due to pioneering computational solutions to
the folding-problem.7
   Against this backdrop, it was clear that optic media as a conceptual, post-Foucauldian paradigm no longer aligned with the
computational technologies surrounding the watershed moments
of 2020. While the corporate complex of the time branded the then
unfolding “technological cocoon”8 with all kinds of optic metaphors,
the consensus emerged that there was indeed very little about
these beings that actually warranted comparison to vision in a phenomenological sense. The long-ruling optic model of human-media
relations as composed of reciprocal information-processors turned
out to be a rather simplistic Cartesian “enframing”9 of computatio5 Davor LÖFFLER, Generative Realitäten I Die Technologische Zivilisation als neue
Achsenzeit und Zivilisationsstufe Eine Anthropologie des 21. Jahrhunderts.
Weilerswist-Metternich: Velbrück Wissenschaft, 2019, p. 152.
6 Ian BOGOST, “Your Phone Wasn’t Built for the Apocalypse”, The Atlantic, 11/09
2020, https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2020/09/camera-phone-wildfire-sky/616279/
7 The AlphaFold Team, “AlphaFold: a solution to a 50-year-old grand challenge in
biology”, Deepmind (blog), 30/11 2020, https://deepmind.com/blog/article/alphafold-a-solution-to-a-50-year-old-grand-challenge-in-biology
8 Don IHDE, Technology and the Lifeworld: From Garden to Earth, Bloomington
and Indianapolis: Indiana UP, 1990, p. 10.
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nal technologies wagging a friendly eye at their human operators. In
contrast, it has become clear that post-2020 media incorporating
computational technologies did indeed not operate spatiotemporally on “the same scale as the operator”10. Rather, the ‘autocorrect’ at
work in the computationally governed filters encroaching on ‘reality’
on the planetary scale called forth a wholesale re-evaluation of
tired metaphors such as the panopticon or surveillance capitalism.
In short, around this time, human knowing as “violence” (technē in
its most genuine sense according to Heidegger11) needed to come
to terms with what was unfolding within a sphere it had always
thought its own—and as always, it needed a conceptual lynchpin
for this coming-to-terms.
   Entoptics as technologies facilitating socio-somatic consensual hallucinations, explicitly named as such in Reynolds’s fiction in
the form of machine-generated and neurally induced holograms12,
slipped into this role due to a combination of features making it a
perfect ‘conceptual malaphor’—that is, a combination of related
concepts from two disparate fields. First, entoptic phenomena as
used in the medical sense refer to experiential phenomena induced
solely by the structural makeup of the eye13 and date back to the
mid-19th century as a concept. Floaters, seeing purple dots upon
standing up to quickly––it is those ineffable happenings that are
entoptic phenomena, undoubtedly experiential, yet hardly intuitable. And, most importantly, as opposed to more common optical
illusions (e.g. magic eye graphics), entoptic phenomena in the
medical sense are common experiences as a category, but cannot
in themselves be shared intersubjectively. Each body’s entoptic
phenomena are its own. As a sidenote, there is a curious parallel
between how the term is used in the medical sense and the ubiquitous Helmholtz machines14 of today as Helmholtz was among the
first to discuss such phenomena.15 Second, entoptic phenomena as
9 Martin HEIDEGGER, The Question Concerning Technology, and Other Essays,
New York: Garland, 1977, p. 19.
10 Gilbert, SIMONDON, in: Arne DE BOEVER, Alex MURRAY, Jon ROFFE and Ashley
WOODWARD (eds.), Gilbert Simondon: Being and Technology, Edinburgh: Edinburgh
UP, 2013, p. 6.
11 Martin HEIDEGGER, Introduction to Metaphysics, New Haven: Yale UP, 2014, p. 177.
12 Cf. “entoptics”, http://www.alastairreynolds.com/rs-universe/rs-glossary/,
accessed 05/08 2021.
13 s.v. ‘entopic phenomena’, Concise Medical Dictionary, Oxford UP, 2010,
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199557141.001.0001/
acref-9780199557141-e-3227
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used in the archaeological sense were introduced much later, initially by Lewis-Williams and Dowson.16 Expanding the focus on the
eye towards an interplay of the cornea and cortex, Lewis-Williams
and Dowson argued that early human cultures deliberately induced
altered states of consciousness (e.g. in shamanic rituals) to experience entoptic phenomena (in the medical sense); literally in-forming
the semantic-symbolic imagery coming to dominate such cultures.17
An important difference from the medical use of entoptics is indeed
in the latter part: the authors propose that the subjects deliberately
integrated such phenomena into geometric (e.g. a representation of
the entoptic phenomena themselves) or iconic imagery (e.g. entoptic zig-zags becoming the structural feature of an arrangement of
goats).
   The malaphor of the entoptic media paradigm, then, is based on
a particular historical-ontological convergence of both senses of
the term: the technologically facilitated embedding of the human
being in a probabilistic interplay of data-processing (the “cornea”)
and pattern-inference (the “cortex”). The current media regime
is labelled ‘entoptic’ because (1) all phenomenally accessible, semantic-symbolic forms of our everyday being are (2) scaled up
from artefacts constituted within the predictive interplay of data
and patterns in our media apparatuses. And, more to the point, the
“corneas” of our apparatuses are not only data as a given but may
rather also be data on patterns, and their “cortex” is not only the inferred patterns of data but may also be the “patterns of patterns”.18
Due to this interoperability of representation, inference and prediction, the practices we enact through entoptic media (i.e. operating
‘on’ symbolically encoded entoptic phenomena) are re-integrated
into the entoptic interplay, and so forth and so on, in our contemporary consensual hallucination. Put differently, with entoptic media
14 Peter DAYAN, Geoffrey E. HINTON, Radford M. NEAL and Richard S. ZEMEL, “The
Helmholtz Machine”, Neural Computation 7 (5), 1995, pp. 889–904,
https://doi.org/10.1162/neco.1995.7.5.889
15 Hermann von HELMHOLTZ, Handbuch der Physiologischen Optik, published as
“Helmholtz‘s Treatise on Physiological Optics”, translated from the third German
edition,“ James P. C. Southall (ed.), The Optical Society of America, 1925.
16 David J. LEWIS-WILLIAMS and Thomas A. DOWSON, “The Signs of All Times:
Entoptic Phenomena in Upper Palaeolithic Art [and Comments and Reply]”,
Current Anthropology 29(2), 1988, pp. 201–245.
17 LEWIS-WILLIAMS and DOWSON, “The Signs of all Times”.
18 Luciana PARISI, “Xeno-Patterning”, Angelaki 24 (1), 2019, pp. 81–97,
https://doi.org/10.1080/0969725X.2019.1568735; p. 89.
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we casually express that a tight integration of multiple, inferred internal optics as a “blindly realized possibility”19 has superseded the
Cartesian grid of a priori scripting in computational media. Indeed,
the entoptically mediated fluidity of being that we enjoy now often
seems to have appeared ex nihilo precisely due to its phenomenological withdrawal, a smoothly facilitated transparency of experience—with little opportunity to distinguish the status quo from a
historical antecedent because the latter is always-already entoptically integrated and mediated.
   To advance towards the goal of this essay, unfolding the becoming of the entoptic media regime, I adopt Löffler’s principle of
“process-emulative recursions”.20 Briefly, this principle concerns
co-evolutionary developments in technology and civilizational
forms, and is fundamentally based on the finding that “every new
tool contains the abstraction of already instrumentally discretized
processes”.21 A handy example is the bow: the (1) previous tool-at-hand, i.e. the spear, (2) the instrumental processes associated with
it, i.e. throwing it, and (3) the kind of world (i.e. legitimate targets,
manufacturing processes) the spear-human assemblage disclosed
as a whole—all become abstracted, emulated and integrated in the
bow-hunter assemblage. Evidently, the string and arrow emulate the
arm-spear interaction. The consequence of this process-emulative
recursion, however, is ontological as much as it is functional. The
newly constituted bow-hunter assemblage, already embodying the
world disclosed by the spear-hunter module, unfolds a new resolution of the world—constituting a new ontological plateau from which
new phenomena, such as particularly effective hitzones or new
hunting practices, can be “isolated”.22 Such phenomena, however,
do not stand on their own, as associated practices, tools, processes, etc. unfold with them, thereby co-constituting a new “mode of
seeing”23 , or, put differently, a new ”resolution”24 to the world and
the “horizons of reference and validity”25 enfolding it.
   Returning to the subject of this essay, in my brief recall of the
concept of entoptic media above, we can start to appreciate an
19 Vilém FLUSSER, Into the Universe of Technical Images, Minneapolis, London: U
of Minnesota P, 2011, p. 16.
20 Davor LÖFFLER, “Distributing Potentiality. Post-Capitalist Economies and the
Generative Time Regime”, Identities: Journal for Politics, Gender and Culture 15
(1–2), 2018, pp. 8–44; p. 18.
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid., p. 20.
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apparent recursion in the paradigm shift from optic to entoptic
media—for instance, that contemporary media apparatuses employ
a form of internal optics (e.g. inferred patterns of data, patterns
of patterns). Hence, given that following Löffler’s principle we are
apparently dealing with a new ontological plateau, there are serious
implications that should lead us to question the ease of our “attunement”26 to the new media regime, particularly regarding how
smoothly it cocoons both our everyday experience and existential
dilemmas. Inasmuch as Löffler had originally conducted his macroscopic study of patterns in civilizational development so as to
apprehend the possibilities of transcending the catastrophic “path
dependency”27 of late capitalism (e.g. the environmental collapse), the transition towards the development of the entoptic media
regime requires a broader in-depth inquiry so as to gain some certainty on what kind of stakes are confronting us, and what particular possibilities and dependencies we ought to be aware of.
   In this context, it is fortunate in the extreme that a relatively obscure computing company, Iskra Delta (ID), has become the
subject of an intense interdisciplinary study. It is fortunate not
because there is any single one figure of genius (human or conceptual) contained within the company’s products or research, but
rather due to its unique place in time and space. Founded in 1974
in the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) and existing
until its dissolution in 1992, ID’s approach to computing must first
be placed within a continuum of two important historical developments: (1) the first AI winter following the disappointing results
of the symbolic AI approach in the 1970s, and (2) the emergence
of novel computing paradigms such as networked computing and
parallel distributed processing in the 1980s. Becoming one of the
leading computer manufacturers in the SFRY, its research and development of hardware and software therefore ran parallel with advances in computing which characterize the optic/entoptic paradigm
shift. At the same time, ID was also comparatively unencumbered by
23 CASSIRER, in: HOEL and FOLKVORT (eds.), Ernst Cassirer on Form and
Technology, p. 17.
24 LÖFFLER, “Distributing Potentiality”, p. 43.
25 Saulius GENIUSAS, The Origins of the Horizon in Husserl’s Phenomenology,
Dordrecht; New York: Springer Netherlands, 2012, p. 28.
26 Martin HEIDEGGER, Being and Time. Edited by Dennis J. Schmidt and translated
by Joan Stambaugh, Albany: State U of New York P, 2010, p. 347.
27 LÖFFLER, “Distributing Potentiality”, p. 43.
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the particular enframing of the West, in that computing technology
may operate under a distinctly different, equally longevous systemic paradigm. Owing to a group of dedicated former employees,
researchers and directors, my retrospective can dive into a plethora
of product brochures, software emulations, research articles, internal reports and technical diagrams. As an exploratory investigation,
I will focus on three diagrams (now referred to as the Raziskave
diagrams) found in this archive, which bear a (tantalizingly obscure)
prophetic trace of the process-emulative recursions in computing
technology which engendered the shift to entoptic media—not only
as a symbolic figure, but as the principal ground of experience.
   While the authorship and origin of these diagrams are disputed,
it is thought by archive custodians that they must have come from
the Raziskave in razvoj računalniških informacijskih sistemov (Research and Development of Computer Information Systems, henceforth Raziskave) unit and be dated between 1984 and ‘86. This latter
estimate stems from the fact that the components of the diagrams
can be traced, at least for the most part, to specific publications.
One is a 1984 article by Knop, Szymanski and Trinastic on “Future
Developments in Computer Architecture” from the SFRY journal
Informatica, wherein the authors discuss various currents of the
then-emerging parallel distributed processing paradigm. The others
are corporate publications: the images in diagrams #1 and #3 originate from a 1983 company profile, whereas the factory component
diagram in #2 was used in a 1984 prospectus for the Računalniški
Sistem Delta 800 computing terminal. Equally, while there are no
accompanying texts preserved, the diagrams themselves seem to
integrate, but not make explicit reference to, the then-emerging
quintessential concepts such as parallel distributed processing28
as a formal framework, backpropagation29 as well as approximation
theory30. Furthermore, the use of English hints at either planned
28 David E. RUMELHART, Geoffrey E. HINTON, and Ronald J. WILLIAMS, “Learning
Representations by Back-Propagating Errors”, Nature 323 (6088), 1986, pp.
533–536.
29 David E. RUMELHART, Geoffrey E. HINTON, and James L. MCCLELLAND, “A General Framework for Parallel Distributed Processing”, in: Parallel Distributed Processing: Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition: Foundations, MIT
Press, 1987, pp. 45–76,
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6302935
30 George CYBENKO, “Approximation by Superpositions of a Sigmoidal Function”,
Mathematics of Control, Signals and Systems 2 (4), 1989, pp. 303–314,
https://doi.org/10.1007/BF02551274
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publication, involvement of international colleagues, or both.

isomorphism1

Local Complexity

Global Complexity
[1,4] n

Terminal

Diagram #1 from the ID archive, ca. 1984–‘86. Unknown authors, presumably
from the Raziskave unit. Note the use of graphics from the Knop et al. 1984
journal article and the image from the ID 1983 corporate report.

The Raziskave diagrams share some commonalities. Each is divided
into a graphic and a photographic section. Diagrams #1 and #2,
however, share more obvious similarities, both in terms of geometry
as well as image material. Diagram #1 seems to model a relationship
between a local computer and a computational network (as described and presented in Knop et al., 1984), and a relationship between
that local computer and some form of terminal access (displaying
an ID interface, also pictured on the right). An arc labelled “isomorphism1” connects the former’s relation with the latter’s. Using this
terminology, implying a first-order isomorphism, suggests that
the authors were concerned with how terminal access on a messy,
phenomenal level should map to the strictly defined topologies of
networked computing of the time. Taking up Knop et al.’s vocabulary in assigning the currently accessed computer a “local complexity”
as opposed to the “global complexity,” the diagram suggests within
the context of the then-unfolding parallel distributed processing
framework a concern that the complexity of networked computing
(“[1,4]n”) cannot produce an isomorphism commensurate with phenomenal appearance, given the need for an a priori semantic definition of phenomena in hard-coded topologies. From today’s point of
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view, we can apply the critique of Cartesian conceits of optic media
to the diagram: demanding semantic-symbolic equivalence of information is a brute-force ‘perspectivization’ of this uniquely versatile
medium. The latter is key because as Löffler showed, the virtuality
of information lies in the foundation of the coupling of heterogeneous processes31—which is the core possibility for transcending late
capitalism’s systemic path dependency. In effect, with pre-ordained,
semantic-symbolic information ordering, this possibility is concealed by modes of seeing preoccupied with the kind of symbols that
slot into its particular world resolution (e.g. late capitalism’s profit
margins, environmental exploitation and legacy wealth).

isomorphism2

System

Local Complexity
Global Complexity
[1,4] n

Diagram #2 from the ID archive, ca. 1984–‘86. Unknown authors, presumably
from the Raziskave unit. Note the use of graphics rom the Knop et al. 1984
journal article and the graphic from the 1984 Računalniški Sistem Delta 800
prospectus.

The isomorphic concern continues in diagram #2. Shifting their
focus further inward and illustrating it photographically with a
processual rendering of factory operations, the authors specify the
relation between the local computer and the computing network
with an arc labelled “isomorphism2” spanning over a relational da31 LÖFFLER, “Distributing Potentiality”, p. 35.
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tabase—presumably indicating that, rather than simple equivalency,
isomorphic relations could be qualitatively and quantitatively differentiated, leading to local access being more profoundly geared into
networked processes (now illustrated by a cybernetic factory plan).
However, since such an isomorphism itself turns inwards, becoming
a second-order relation in name, it nonetheless remains optic: the
world streams inwards, arrayed in neat order, as if ordained by the
eternal ratio. The manner of local access (which, of course, would
include the access to the relational database not represented in #2)
conditions the complexity of representation.

}𝖓

∑{

Local Staging

∑{

}𝖓

Global Manifold

Planet

Diagram #3 from the ID archive, ca. 1984–‘86. Unknown authors, presumably
from the Raziskave unit. Note the use of graphics rom the Knop et al. 1984
journal article and the image from the ID 1983 corporate report. The origin of
the three-dimensional topographic mesh (bottom left) and the images in the
area labelled ‘local staging’ are unclear.

Lastly, diagram #3 represents the defining instance of ID’s Raziskave unit’s speculative perceptiveness of the entoptic media regime.
As noted, the diagrams suggest that while key publications had not
been available at the time, diagram #3 hints at such concepts as
approximation theory, the manifold hypothesis and backpropagation. The topographic map in the lower left corner even suggests
the loss landscape of later convolutional neural networks32. The
concerns of isomorphism are replaced by the keyword “homeomor-
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phism,” i.e. the topological shaping of functions or, in more everyday terms, the continuous deformation of a path through space.
A feedback loop labelled thus is located in between two projections
linking the main components of the graphic section, labelled “Local
Staging”33 (dashed outline rectangle with two unclear objects,34
presumably sketches of visual interface elements) and “Global
Manifold” (the topographic map), respectively. Through Informatica’s editor-in-chief Anton P. Železnikar,35 who was the technological
development advisor at ID at the time, we can gain an appreciation
for how the term ‘homeomorphism’ came into consideration.
Železnikar pursues a Heideggerian critique of AI as it was conceived at the time (though thoroughly unlike e.g. Dreyfus) and argues
that the being of information, rather than intelligence, ought to
become a more direct object of inquiry within the field. He states
that “informing […] is governed by two basic informational principles: information embedding and information arising”36. The use of
‘homeomorphism’ by the Raziskave unit, then, is precisely in line with
Bawa-Cavia and Reed’s much later concept of co-dependence of
inductive embedding and deductive encoding37. As is the case now,
the informatic interplay of embedding and encoding—the entoptic
inference of a functional relationship based on patterns in data—is
what guarantees the integration of heterogeneous processes. The
concern was no longer about one specific function (embedding)
guaranteeing one specific kind of semantic-symbolic representation (encoding). On the contrary, in the interplay of data and patterns,
all that was needed was an inference space, with functions continuously shaping themselves based on their relata.
   With this in mind, turning our attention from the homeomorphic
feedback loop to the structure of diagram #3 as a whole, we can
see what precisely was intended by this early intuition. First, the
two homeomorphically linked projections, unlike in #1 or #2, do not

32 Hao LI, Zheng XU, Gavin TAYLOR, Christoph STUDER, and Tom GOLDSTEIN, “Visualizing the Loss Landscape of Neural Nets”, Advances in Neural Information
Processing Systems, 2018, pp. 6389–6399.
33 As a sidenote: The dashed line demarcating its area furthermore suggests
that the local staging’s particular modality (e.g. visual, neuronal, olfactory or
proprioperceptive) may be diverse.
34 It is possible that Andrej Terčelj, the author of “Fraktali - Grafične skrivnosti
računalniških umetnikov” (“Fractals – Graphic Secrets of Computer Artists”,
Informatica 11/3/87), was involved given the resemblance to the fractal graphics
in his article.
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spring forth from one endpoint towards the manner of local access.
Notably, rather than a projection (note the optic conceit in this
alone) towards a local or terminal access as in #1 or #2, the area now
labelled simply “Local Staging” is constituted co-extensively with
the relations in a global manifold. Second, both areas are labelled
with two pseudo-formulas containing the prior main elements:
“∑{[icon of local complexity]}n and “∑{[icon of global complexity]} n.
From this heuristic notation,38 we can explicate the following: the
topographic map is an encoding of the current state of all instances of global complexity required of the local staging. Equally, the
local staging is an encoding of access in line with the former global
complexity. Third, this diagram is illustrated with an image of lightning striking a city—labelled “Planet”. Beyond the “terminal” (#1)
or the “system” (#2), the Raziskave unit predicted a time when the
question of semantic-phenomenal alignment, i.e. optic isomorphism,
would no longer be enframing the concerns of computation. Rather,
the integration and reciprocal co-constitution of each local encoding (of either ‘staging’ or ‘manifold’) in a continuous interplay came
to the fore. These characteristics affirm the homeomorphic turn of
the Raziskave unit’s work expressed in these diagrams and show an
early anticipation of the entoptic media regime. The researchers envisioned a technical integration not as dependent on a priori scripting, but rather as an ad hoc arising of semantic-symbolic forms and
the functional relationship of their constituent data.
   Following this reading of the Raziskave diagrams, we see that
a Löfflerian process-emulative recursion towards entoptic media
in the commonly understood sense had already been if not fully
apprehended, then speculated about from ID’s unique vantage
point—the latter being key as ID operated under the assumption
that systemic change may not be impossible, and the late capitalist
path dependency avoidable accordingly. The Raziskave diagrams do

35 It is not clear whether Železnikar himself was among the diagrams’ authors,
but the use of graphics from Informatica articles and images from ID suggest
that there was a degree of cross-pollination.
36 Anton P. ŽELEZNIKAR, “Artificial Intelligence Experiences Its Own Blindness”,
Informatica 11 (3), 1987, pp. 25–28; p. 27.
37 Anil BAWA-CAVIA and Patricia REED, “Site as Procedure as Interaction”, in:
Construction Site for Possible Worlds, Amanda BEECH, Robin MACKAY and James
WITTGEN (eds.), Falmouth: Urbanomic, 2020, pp. 83–99; pp. 90–93.
38 Possibly taking inspiration from early work by Martin-Löf40 which later led to
the expectation maximization algorithm.
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indeed show that a part of the world had already more conclusively
realized the necessary “leap in civilizational time”39. In a sense, this
long-forgotten ‘spark’ (the English translation of “Iskra”) is tragic—
the historic collapse of systemic alternatives to late capitalism have
long denied us our peculiar manifestation of this particular Yugo-futurism. But it is also instructive—as we now traverse an entoptically
mediated socio-somatic plane, in perpetual sync with synthetic
organisms enlivening our barren earth and warmed by the thrusters
of government-issued micro-atmospheric injectors, we should not
assume every catastrophe has been avoided. Instead, we should
take heed of the sparks now arising, and watch for the indicators of
the next leap required of us.

Jesse Josua Benjamin is a PhD candidate in Philosophy of
Technology. He combines practice-based research with philosophical analyses to explicate phenomena of technologically
induced changes in modes of seeing.

39 LÖFFLER, “Distributing Potentiality”, p. 37.
40 Per MARTIN-LÖF, Statistics from the point of view of statistical mechanics
(lecture notes), Aarhus: Mathematical Institute of Aarhus University, 1966
(“Sundberg formula” credited to Anders Martin-Löf).
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In the The Illusion of the End Jean Baudrillard wrote that in comparison to previous generations, we’ve found ourselves in a privileged
position: “Just imagine the extraordinary good luck of the generation which would have the end of the world to itself. It is every bit as
marvellous as being present at the beginning. But we came too late
for the beginning. Only the end seemed to be within our means.”1 So
what is “the cool philosopher” really saying here? The fascination
with ruins is again prevalent in the 21st century and contains within
itself a progressive and regressive dimension—or maybe it entails
both of them at once. It is like a fairy, both prehuman and posthuman at the same time, and like a spiral it subsumes within itself the
deep past and the distant future.
   Why exactly, then, are ruins so fascinating, and what is it with
the increased interest in collapse that we are witnessing in the
West? Is lifting weights and wanting to be penetrated from every
angle also a sign of resignation, a black-pill answer to the Fermi
paradox, which states that humanity has simply given up on the universe (and itself, as is the case with climate emergency)? And do we
1 Jean BAUDRILLARD, The illusion of the end, Polity Press, 1994, pp. 115–116.
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see here a strange mixture of narcissism and paranoia that is simply
a by-product of the discorrelated image(s) between ourselves—our
model(s) of the world—and what the world wants from us? As Benjamin Bratton writes: “Speculative thought is mobilised to this task
of preventing one future so that another might, with luck, come to
pass instead: achieved because prevented.”2 As in the predictive
processing theory of the brain, enough error can melt our societal
neural nets and induce mania globally and not (only) locally.
   More than anything else, ruins are a cypher about the deep
past and the distant future or time itself. Reza Negarestani wrote
in a (now inexistent) Facebook post that one can see in a fossil a
computer or a Paleozoic form of life. What exactly does the engineer-philosopher want to tell us here and how does this characterisation differ from the regular understanding of the reality
(and inescapability—as Samo Burja tells us: “There has never been
an immortal society.”)3 of deep time and humanity’s place within
it? This is the end, right, but something tells me that it’s a different one than the ones we see on TV. Maybe the collapse guys are
wrong again and we need a better philosophy of the end? As Alenka
Zupančič puts it: “The end is anything but simple in its structure. It
contains an internal dialectic and temporality—even when inevitable.”4 To which Vincent Garton adds: “We’ve heard enough of ‘Dark
Deleuze’, ‘Dark Derrida’, and the like: the question at the heart of
the present conjuncture may instead be more intractable: how can
we defeat Dark Fukuyama? Should we?”5
   As is always the case, there’s an inhuman vector that runs
through these superworldly calamities and just like in the master-slave dialectics, this a fight for the end. It turns out that our
renewed understanding of ourselves—“a critical transformation of
mind as an object of its own concept”6—and of the proper metaphysical grounding of the problem is the prerequisite for our desire
to escape the harsh reality of deep (Darwinian) time and, following
Thomas Moynihan, “entropy’s dark laughter”7. It could be that the
2 Benjamin H. BRATTON, The Terraforming, Strelka Press, 2019, p. 62.
3 https://samoburja.com/
4 Alenka ZUPANČIČ, Konec, Društvo za teoretsko psihoanalizo, 2019, p. 25.
[translated by Tisa Troha].
5 Vincent GARTON, “Sino-No-Futurism”, Cyclonograph II,
https://vincentgarton.com/2020/04/10/sino-no-futurism/
6 Reza NEGARESTANI, Intelligence and Spirit, Urbanomic/Sequence Press, 2018, p. 2.
7 Thomas MOYNIHAN, Spinal Catastrophism: A Secret History, Urbanomic, 2019, p. 276.
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visitation zones that the aliens left behind in Roadside Picnic are, in
fact, us, by virtue of a re-cognized and re-structured perspective
on the human and the new understanding of what we as a lifeform
are and can be. Or in Negarestani’s words: “We are led to believe
that zones are traces left by something other than us, a different
intelligence, a different race, a visitor from the outside world. But
what if the zones and their alien effects are exactly left by us?
What if they are made by exactly this intelligence who has now by
virtue of a dissociative identity disorder or a form of mass amnesia
lost its connection with its own identity traces?”8
   Already in Undercover Softness Negarestani prophetically
writes that “all that is interiorized decays”9 and anticipates the
new wave of the most futile—vitalistic and cyclical—responses
towards the reality of decay, as well as the absolute necessity that
the world as we know it will end. How can we then contrast decay
to the new obsession with collapse that can actually navigate the
path from one interiority to the other and thereby find a way out
from the confinements of life (and death)? There’s a real opportunity in reforming McKenzie Wark’s criticism of the “bodiless boys
of the void”10 for our purposes, as the neurodivergent people in the
community have already realised. But countering this immanent
possibility has, as has been suggested, taken many different forms
and produced some of the worst germs of human thought. The fear
of death therefore is actually a panic reaction to the relationship
between the present and the future state of the (in)human. It’s
primarily the inability to imagine an alternative version of ourselves
that is driving people to take the black pill and embrace one of the
versions of reactionary humanism. If there’s no conspiracy in eating
bugs, then where is it? The many different aspects of reactionary thought can be pinned down to their inability to change and
imagine a new grounding for the (in)human that isn’t fixed, but is
artificial and open to new configurations. When the human is understood as a hypothesis, there can be no fear of death.
   To understand what the revenge of reason upon the reality
of manifest image or the current state of the human could look
8 Reza NEGARESTANI, “The Human Re-cognized, the Lifeform Re-made”, in: Zones
(Parasol 5), Centre for Experimental Ontology, 2021, p. 45.
9 Reza NEGARESTANI, “Undercover Softness. An Introduction to the Architecture
and Politics of Decay”, in: Collapse, Volume VI, Urbanomic, 2012, p. 389.
10 Peter WOLFENDALE, Twitter, 23/04/2021,
https://twitter.com/deontologistics/status/1385506778511777799
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like, we have to turn to the mage of neorationalism, Peter Wolfendale, who brilliantly reformulated Negarestani’s conception of the
inhuman vector in Rationalist Inhumanism: “The ‘invariances’ that
cannot be revised in the process of self-determination are precisely the preconditions of possibility of revision and self-determination themselves.”11 It’s safe to say that at this point the contrast
between collapse and decay comes into play again. Contrary to the
common understanding of the wor(l)d, there’s something liberating in putrefaction of one interiority after another, since it’s the
current worldmaking that is lacking the to demiurgoun from the
past or, shall we say, the true eternity of time, which is nothing else
but intelligence itself playing with the source code of the universe. With its own conception of what it is and what it can become.
If mathematics gives us a direct relationship with God or the fully
interconnected (hyper)graph with “no beginning or end be it spatial
or temporal”12, then maybe philosophy is the enabling factor for
the continual realisation of the ability to trespass on the universe
without ever losing sight of infinity. Without ever forgetting that
death is the enabler for “the truth of negation, and the truth of negation is transformative”.13
   As has already been pointed out in Negarestani’s example, a
fossil is actually a cypher and contains in itself two different perspectives on our understanding of ourselves or the concept of the
inhuman. It does not only depict the reality of the ancient past, or
the inability of short-time horizons to look deep time in the eye, but
also of the future. Consequently, it is through fossils (as well as
ruins) that we can accesses a kind of external view of ourselves that
would otherwise be inaccessible and missing. A fossil is actually a
challenge to the cunning strategy of our intelligence to go beyond
the supposedly causal mechanism of nature. To see in it not only our
past self, but also the current self being fossilised from the position
of the future self. Different thinkers and philosophers constructed
their own scenarios about how to confront the coldness of the
universe and what is the mechanism for infinite delay of death, and

11 Peter WOLFENDALE, “Rationalist Inhumanism”, in: The Posthuman Glossary,
Bloomsbury Academic, 2017, p. 3.
12 Kenshō [vanishingmaze], Twitter, 01/07/2020,
https://twitter.com/vanishingmaze/status/1278361321659084800
13 Ray BRASSIER [in brightabyss], Twitter, 05/09/2018,
https://twitter.com/brightabyss/status/1037213833302093824
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maybe this is the part of the equation we’ve been missing so far:
that the God of time is humanity itself and that Chronos is the infamous being that we have to find in ourselves in order to transcend
ourselves and embrace the fact that nothing lives in time, since to
live is to be time itself!14 As Vincent Le writes in the review of Intelligence and Spirit: “That is to say, death marks the advent of intelligence’s rational disinterestedness in life and all particular material
substrata supporting the existence of the mind. Since no material
substrata is given for all time, intelligence is liberated from being
bound to any one totality in nature.”15
   Where there’s a process of building AGI or increasingly intelligent life that nonetheless follows the relation between the intelligent and the intelligible, various catastrophic or posthuman scenarios fail to induce horror in us. What someone calls horrorism we
describe as stupidity. “We are the human,” says the GPT-3, and after
a couple of reiterations of this chant or prayer the complete artificiality of this statement and ourselves as AGI’s comes into play.16
Being human has never been anything else than a scary and therefore artificial affair, and with the advent of new technologies and
new modes of inhabiting the planet, the technological unconscious
of our reality is finally on full display. More than anything else, it’s
the realisation that humanity has no substantial basis, no grounding
upon which to base itself. For ruins to actually mean something,
they have to be about us—and here the catch is, of course, in the
diagonal line or a line of flight through which humanity advances
from one interiority to the other: from natural to formal languages,
from a game-theoretic account of games to interaction games, from
utility maximisation to choice function and the distribution of potential rather than just goods. If this destruction of one firmament
after another is not freedom, then I don’t know what it is, and the
ruins are applauding us for this realisation.
*
14 Reza NEGARESTANI, Keith TILFORD and Robin MACKAY, Chronosis, Urbanomic, 2021.
15 Vincent LE, “Spirit in the Crypt: Negarestani vs Land”, in: Cosmos and Philosophy,
15(1), pp. 535–563.
16 A poem at the Silicon Friend Camp produced by GPT-3: “We must ask ourselves,
who are the humans? I am the human, you are the human, we are the human,
because I am the human, you are the human, we are the human, because you
are the human, I am the human because we are the human, you are the human,
because I am the human.”
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So what end should Baudrillard embrace instead and what kind of
fossil is Iskra Delta? And is it possible to construct new meaning
and value frameworks from being stuck at the end? Some kind of
inhuman vector that is possible only because there’s nothing left
to be done? In her theoreticisation of the end, Zupančič states that
“assuming that the end of the world is imminent, within this gap
between the present and the imminent future, there is a possibility
of creating a world which, precisely because of this non-possibility,
is able to create something that would be virtually impossible in a
‘normal’ state.”17
   Federico Campagna made a lot of headlines for his framing of
the end and the inevitable collapse of the current ways of worldmaking. He believes we have found ourselves in the position of “being
the past of a post-future”18 where the future is, similarly as in the
theories of left accelerationists, radically open and underdetermined. But it doesn’t take much to see the radically idealist undertone of such cosmological critique that in many ways mirrors the
ontological turn in anthropology. The radicality of the shift we are
describing here is, of course, missing from Campagna’s intentional
(and humanist) framework—to highlight the terminology of Scott
Bakker and his call for post-intentional philosophy—and is therefore
nothing more than a potent but ultimately hollow observation that
only skims the radicality of the change before us (and the need for
one). But is there an alternative configuration of the end that would
follow the new understanding of the inhuman and at the same time
be radically materialist and post-intentional in its demeanor and
approach to the point in civilisational history we’ve stumbled or
crashed upon?
   Moreover, it would be futile to think about the end of modernity as a mostly contingent and primarily intentional and not post-intentional process, as Bakker repeatedly emphasised and as is clear
to anyone who takes the so-called posthuman age seriously. Even
if we are witnessing a new kind of interest in cosmological thinking,
an interest highly connected to exiting the linear time of modernity, we should not succumb to the pressure of new metaphysical
(or cosmological) frameworks that are nevertheless relics from the
17 “Alenka Zupančič: Konec”, Izšlo je, RTV SLO, 05/03/2020,
https://4d.rtvslo.si/arhiv/izslo-je/174675940
18 Federico CAMPAGNA, “The End of the World(s)”, Youtube, 06/2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxORkFUNpE8&list=LL&index=15&t=686s
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past. Primarily because they try to do postulational science within
the manifest image, as Peli Grietzer lucidly suggested: “I think I realized something yesterday: in sellarsian terms, heidegger’s project
was to do //postulational science// internal to the manifest image.”19
We are fortunately bound to face the challenge of finding an alternative configuration that would go beyond a simple deconstruction
of meaning or a total neglect of the regularities of the matrix of the
universe and the mechanisms of bootstrapping
ourselves from one image (or civilisational stage) to the other.
   What would, then, be a proper understanding of the end? What
kind of worlding of the world would be more suited for it? For the
reality of decay as transformation always-already there? Davor
Löffler’s radically materialist cosmological framework works as a
much needed correction to the emphasis on exiting modernity
that other attempts undertook in the last decade or so. In line with
William Gibson’s famous statement that “the future is already here—
it’s just not very evenly distributed”20, we can—through cognitive
archeology (or cognigrams)—extract actual historical regularities
or patterns of the matrix of the universe. Or in Löffler’s words: “If
this is true, that there is a matrix of possible worlds, then it means
that we can find the structure of why these worlds are emerging
and then we can ask, for example, what comes after the human,
you see? And now we don’t have to speculate on the posthuman
anymore, now we can scientifically ground it. By logic and science
we can derive what could come after the human.”21 That is, the continuous process where events and regularities are isolated that we
find through human history as “expansion, recursion and integration of civilisational capacities”22 that ground the matrix of possible
actions.
   It is, therefore, necessary to understand the force that makes
possible the transformation from one reality or layer of integration—i.e. metaphysical, cognitive, political, economic etc.—to another
as a material fact and necessity that can save us from the path-dependency or the diminishing returns of capitalism. The new (xeno?)
19 Peli GRIETZER, Twitter, 02/03/2021,
https://twitter.com/peligrietzer/status/1366733800877809668
20 William GIBSON, “The future is already here – it’s just not evenly distributed”,
in: The Economist, 04/12/2003.
21 Davor LÖFFLER, “The Meaning of Life. A Journey to the Origins of Worlds”,
YouTube, 06/2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s16ScBXRl1s
22 Ibid.
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futurism will be radically materialist (or computationally irreducible)
rather than (simply or primarily) intentional and consequently part
of a scientific rather than manifest image. This is not a matter of
coincidence, but of actual historical patterns, or rather of the deep
futurology that Löffler has so brilliantly deciphered.23 The ontological turn in anthropology is, then, nothing other than an incentive to
produce a new kind of cosmology—to shift from the global to the
planetary—but, as we now know, cosmologies are not much more
than “orders of problem-solution distances” and “frameworks for
revealing Platonic Processual Forms”24 and have a fully materialist
basis. When approaching the end, we should therefore never forget
the advent of the posthuman age before us and the ability to reconfigure ourselves not in the vein of what we know, but of what we
don’t. That’s the humanity’s time-punk challenge for all history that
still needs to be taken into account and embraced not as some kind
of transcendence, but as humanity’s real opportunity. Can Iskra
Delta retroactively strike the spark and thereby make us realise this
opportunity?

Maks Valenčič is an independent researcher and writer.
He tweets @MaksValencic.
23 Davor LÖFFLER, “Distributing Potentiality: Post-capitalist Economies and the
Generative Time Regime”, in: Identities: Journal for Politics, Gender and Culture,
15 (1–2), 2018, pp. 8–44.
24 Davor LÖFFLER, “The Meaning of Life. A Journey to the Origins of Worlds”, YouTube, 06/2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s16ScBXRl1s
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‡ Prologue: a multiverse emerges...
† 1935. Members of the Vienna Circle or logical positivism Rudolf
Carnap, Hans Hahn, Olga Hahn-Neurath, Béla Juhos, Otto Neurath,
Rose Rand, Moritz Schlick and a few others escaped from Vienna
in the fear of Nazi Germany. They chose Ljubljana as their escape
route as they believed that Ljubljana had a potential to become the
next Vienna.
† 1936–1977. They continued their revolutionary anti-metaphysical project together, first in the shadows of Ljubljana, but they
soon got more and more attention, infecting people with ideas of a
unified science and renewed or rather engineered speculative form
of socialism. Due to this historical curiosity, the intellectual climate
in Yugoslavia was completely different form the one we know. The
Vienna Circle prevented the emergence of Heideggerianism and,
later on, the Frankfurt School in Ljubljana, and the Lacanians, of
course, had no room to breathe in the face of the new intellectual climate. Thus, a new futurism, a new temporal project was established in the Balkans, one that used method of verification to
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protect itself from the post-modernist wave of post-structuralism,
and instead subjected the whole area of Yugoslavia to the engineering project of transcendental transformation, i.e. what communism
actually is.
† 1977. Iskra Delta was formed. For the public, this was nothing more
than a company specialised in selling electrotechnical products to
Yugoslav companies. For the members of a―now evolved―form of
logical positivism this was a practical realization of their theoretical efforts. They understood Iskra Delta as a very different Internet
experiment, a different business model for a newly emerging digital
infrastructure that would encourage people to cultivate of the
Outside view instead of conspiracy theories.
† 1985. The collaboration between Iskra Delta and China meant that
Confucianism mixed with rationalism, resulting in the fact that
the Human in the Balkans successfully defended itself against
their own particularities of the West and, therefore, continued to
develop their own technology and science, the effect of which
then set in motion a radically emancipatory project. Unbeknownst
to Yugoslav leaders, Cankarjev dom was becoming a new center of
not only technology and science, but also political power.
† 1988. Soviet delegation led by Mikhail Gorbachev himself attempted to interfere and steal Iskra Delta’s technology and work. The
company’s CEO Janez Škrubej was injected with a mysterious substance that prevented him from continuing with the project. But it
was too late. In the following years, the Balkan sphere became both
horizontally and vertically part of a multi-dimensional experiment
to re-engineer all contexts and social strata—possibly to an even
greater extent—from the bottom up, which radically distinguished
Yugo-Futurism from the original, failed Soviet project. After Tito’s
death there was no political power or will that could stop Iskra
Delta from spreading its net. Not that many complained. Yugoslavia
became increasingly more interesting for foreign philosophers, engineers and scientists; especially those coming from countries that
were once part of the Non-Aligned Movement, such as Iran.
† 2020. Unofficially, Iskra Delta had its hands in everything, but in
2020 it became the official political leader. Interestingly, no one
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knew who the leader actually was. There were rumours that Negarestani himself took the position, but with all the teaching he was
doing, no one really believed that. After Yugoslavia was renamed
Xenoslavia, the Western imperial order watched the implementation
of quadratic financing, quadratic voting and radical markets with
increasing bewilderment and a growing zeal for military intervention, as young people from France, Germany, the UK and even the
USA suddenly began to identify with values radically different from
Western ones.
† 2029. No military conflict emerged—fear of a full-scale war with
China was too great—but as the world could not follow the radical
emancipatory project of Iskra Delta, the environmental collapse
remained inevitable. Unsurprisingly, this version of Earth was no
different from the one we know from climate change scenarios. In
its attempts to find a solution for this problem, Iskra Delta released
a game called X eARTh...
*
“Watch out!” is the last thing I heard before I got hit by a giant bulldozer. Dammit. I’ve once again failed to do anything interesting in a
game that I’ve been playing for the last few days. I take off my VR
suit and try to think it through. The whole point of the game is to
play as “nature” battling against a terraforming society that uses
everything it can for its own needs. The problem is that the game
itself uses reinforcement learning and is consequently constantly
adopting to my, or rather everyone’s, playstyle. I’m starting to think
that I will have to use silly tactics, such as the full photosynthesis
strategy or something like that. Ah well, at least playing this game
it feels like I‘m doing something useful. People have been obsessed
with it ever since Iskra Delta launched it, which it no surprise —after
all, everyone wants to save the world. It’s been a while since I’ve admitted that much even to myself. I sit down on a chair, rub my eyes
a little bit and decide to call my friends. No one is sleeping anyway,
we all got wiped out from the game just a few minutes ago. We
decided to meet up under a Yànzhèng building near the Congress
Square. I still remember how they planned to build that awful-looking Šumi building until the whole country finally cracked under
the Iskra Delta supremacy and city planning completely changed—
well, rather everything changed.
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   I put on some light clothing and try to ignore my working table
where the books for the last exam are still waiting for me. Professor
Carnap (yes, the granddaughter of the famous Rudolf Carnap)
decided to implement a new approach to exams. Now she simply
asks everything and until you prove that you do, in fact, understand, you’re supposed to keep coming back, there are no bad
marks, you either pass or you don’t. Honestly, I have no idea how
she has the time or patience to do this, I alone have been there
5 times already, each time confident that this is it, but she just
seems to know where my knowledge cracks. It is a weird feeling
studying like this, I mean who knows what I forget while trying to
learn what I’m supposed to. Luckily, I live in Ljubljana, not a god forsaken London or San Francisco, so I can at least trust the process
I’ve submitted myself to.
   My thoughts are interrupted by the vibrant streets—it’s actually not strange how much can change in such a short period of
time. Ljubljana expanded a lot since Iskra took command, and now
it really feels like a city, not just something that pretends to be
one. Mass implementation of blockchain-based quadratic voting
and complete overhaul of the education system showed us something that we couldn’t have even imagined before—people can
and actually are good when objective reality, that is, sciences,
becomes the cornerstone of an ever-changing society. While the
West is drowning in self-gratifying obsession with the flesh and
everything connected to it, from private property to sexuality, here
the emphasis became a critique of precisely such individualistic
position that allow little change. When the same principles are
applied in city planning and public goods, the result is mass availability of space and tools for those who show interest or need. If I
hadn’t decided to study matter, I would definitely join Weyl-Buterin
political economy engineering team. “Sadly, life is losing its battle.”
I whisper to myself. In the light of upcoming extinction, it seems
that the survival instinct is either overrated or completely missing.
   I sit down on one of the comfortable sofas and wait for my
friends to arrive. First comes Zelda with a huge smile on her face,
like always—I can immediately see it in her eyes that she’s on
to something. “Hey Era, mosquito strategy didn’t work very well,
huh?” I cringe a little bit, after all, the idea to control the population by deploying DNA-altering mosquitos was mine. “Well at least
this time, we prevented overpopulation and lasted a few hundred
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years longer,” I try to defend myself. Zelda just laughs: “What is a
few hundred compared to infinity?” My response is interrupted
by the arrival of Jotaro, who just seems bored. Sometimes I worry
that the doomer scene is going to be the death of not only him,
but the whole humanity or even the world. I mean, it is one of the
rare things from the West that actually stuck around here. Doomer,
Pepe and Wojak, holy trinity. I chuckle a bit at that thought, I mean
just imagine, the whole potential of the universe, of unlimited
thoughts and possibilities goes to nothing because of the doomer
Wojak. “Jotaro, why are you even playing the game if you’re so
bored with it?’’ I ask. He simply replies: “We all know that the more
people play this game, the better chances we have as humanity.
The goal is to expand experience, not to project my own in infinity.”
Yeah, of course I agree with that, it’s not about being selfless or virtuous like that, it is simply a realization that the only way to move
forward is to expand the multitude of possibilities; I mean that’s
the whole reason why those who were then called logical positivists, now mostly known as neorationalist engineers, even established
Iskra Delta—to further expand the notion of what it means to be
human.
   Zelda is a bit impatient; she makes a dramatic hair flip and
says: “I have an idea how to beat the game.” Which immediately
gets out attention, she always has the best ideas—I assume that
happens when you study time. After a pause she adds: “So, listen,
the story goes like this …” “Oh come on, not again with your crazy
accelerationist thoughts, I thought you’re on something serious!”
Jotaro interrupts and adds: “Why are you even interested in that
guy so much, didn’t he write his doctorate on … you know, Heiddeger?” At which Zelda rolls her eyes. “Let her speak her mind, we all
know it’s better now than when she’s two lines down on that stuff
you brought us.” I shrugged, which made them chuckle a bit. “Well,
anyway,” Zelda continues, “I actually thought that we could use
this kind of crazy thinking to defeat the game we’re all so bad at. Or
shall I say, I think that we’ve been playing and understanding the
game exactly as it is not supposed to be played or understood.”
“What do you mean?” I ask. She just gives me a playful wink, claps
her hands and says: “Magic first, then we save the world!”
*
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If you thought that now we’re going to have a dramatic scene
where I wake up, with no memories and full of mystery, well, you’re
wrong. It’s 2031, not 2006, and at least in Xenoslavia, getting absolutely plastered kind of lost its edge—at least in terms of biological
functions. When it comes to the brain … well, that’s a whole different field of discussion. Right now, it’s time to play X eARTh again.
The name might be a bit silly, but if you think about it, all words are
made up and therefore silly, so I don’t hold a grudge against it. If
you ask me, the best game name of all time remains eXistenZ. The
entire year of 2027 was completely chaotic when Cronenberg’s
fanatic fan club of doomer programmers managed to create his
fictional game and infected a large chunk of the world population.
It took several major viruses to finally return them to the real. Interestingly, the multiverse in which they got lost in, for the most part,
wasn’t fun at all. It was really just horror, perpetual emptiness and
eternal return … and yet some enjoyed it, it gave them more hope
than what was going on in the real world. Luckily their brain was
not so hard to fix once they got out, most of them chose memory
wipe, though. That’s why people who study time are always a bit on
the autism spectrum, it takes great bravery to look into the abyss
… and then come back. We—the ones who study matter—are more
focused on efficiency. Anyway, I finished dressing up and threw
myself into the game again. This time we have a real plan, even
though I promised myself I’ll try the full photosynthesis strategy
next if this doesn’t work.
   You might wonder why Zelda is so interested in accelerationist
works when, at least in Xenoslavia, one would think that we don’t
easily fall for such libidinal bullshit. Well … the truth is that even
though we’re quite advanced in many aspects of depersonalization of life, it is hard to keep practicing it. It’s an ongoing labour,
as Negarestani teaches us, which is why we often help ourselves
with synthetic boosters. The body is so fucking stubborn. And
that’s why accelerationism has its followers here as well, some
even think that neorationalism has more in common with accelerationism than with anything else on Earth precisely because of
its complete disregard for the personal. At least that’s one side of
things; on the other, accelerationism, like neorationalism, offers a
critique of anthropocentrism and everything connected with it—of
the process itself, to be precise. It feels liberating, it allows change
beyond what we already know.
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   So anyway, Zelda figured that we should try to play the game
from the perspective of the outside—this time for real. We all know
that the main point of the game, or rather everything, is intelligence. What we are trying to get is not a perfect scenario in which we
save the climate, but to build an artificial intelligence capable of
thinking that. I prepared my functions and calibrated my weapons.
Zelda appeared in the game beside me with a poser stance that
even the inspiration for Jotaro’s name wouldn’t want to compete
with. She immediately started talking. “So, we thought we figured
out time, we figured out intelligence, but if that were true, Iskra
Delta wouldn’t have released this game, which means that something is missing. What if our notion of intelligence is still too
humanistic? Let’s see what happens when aliens join the party!”
   Until now, many people outside Xenoslavia thought that they
figured the game out by simply playing nature as something that
either prevents the rise of humankind or destroys it before it’s too
late. Anyone with two and a half brain cells knows that this wouldn’t work. From what it learned playing with us, AI probably even
developed a higher sense of humour to insult such pity attempts.
Some did try to advance technology by preventing natural disasters so humanity would leave Earth as soon as possible, which at
least wasn’t completely pointless. Others did the opposite and
used natural disasters to wipe out important humans who marked
the development of technology that led to the present. But if
nothing survives and nothing develops, then what’s left? Eternal
reset is just the thing that happened to the players of eXistenZ,
and for many this isn’t horror, but eternal reassurance that everything is going to be okay. Such fatalistic way of thinking is a sign
of weakness, a recognition of one’s own defeat. It is betrayal of
history, of Geist, of what it means to be human. But perhaps Zelda
is right, perhaps deep in our neorationalist thought we became
too humanistic and too confident in our way of thinking. So, we are
bringing a virus into the game.
   “Where is Jotaro?” Zelda asks. “We need him to do this.” As if
on command he appears in the game with an annoyed expression
on his face. “What is it?” I ask him. “Era, someone just tried growing
azolla and using iron fertilization strategy to lower the temperature—like we aren’t doing that already.” I chuckle: “Well at least
they are not using volcanos to pollute the air.” “I know, but how
can they not understand that the goal is to bring new information
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in—AI already knows all of this.” Zelda lets out a sigh: “For most it’s
still extremely hard to grasp what humility is, how little we actually
know and how little what we know means in the aeons of time.”
   “So why are we on a Western server again?” Jotaro asks. “We
need to meet up with my friend, it was partly his idea, he deserves to see it implemented. Let’s go to the meeting point.” Me and
Jotaro quickly follow her lead. We reach our destination shortly.
“Grue, hi!” Zelda greets him. “Sup Zelda,” he says and goes for a
hug, then looks at me and Jotaro: “Era, Jotaro, hi.” We both say our
greetings, but I carefully avoid shaking hands or touching, it always
makes me extremely uncomfortable—even when I’m not using my
“real” body. “Okay, here’s the plan” Zelda starts. “We all know that
being human is a transferable right, the whole point of playing
this game is to show AI what we—as humans—do, that is, building
worlds, having history that conditions us, but does not constrain us …” Grue continues: “But we need more, at this rate, humans
will still capitulate to Darwinian deep time. Despite neorationalist
efforts, we’re not artificial enough, we’re not releasing entropy hard
enough. And we’re running out of time.” Zelda added: “So, what we
are going to do is infect AI with the only incomprehensible thing
that we have access to.”
   “Jotaro, can you do that?” And even though Jotaro was looking
more and more annoyed with each passing second, he simply said:
“Yes, easy.” “Okay, let’s start then.” At which Jotaro started accessing the game’s core data—it was just modding, nothing special
or fancy, Iskra Delta even stated that altering the code is welcome.
“Why do we need to be in the game to do this?” I wonder out loud.
“To witness history!” Zelda enthusiastically replied.
   “Alright, I’m in, give me the code.” “Here, M(→ M → C → process
of production → C’ → M’) → M”, ” Grue said. “Everyone ready?” We all
nodded, and he pressed enter. At first nothing happened, and then
everything went dark.
*
“Is everyone alright?” I ask when my eyes get used to the darkness.
“Yeah,” Zelda replies. “What the hell happened, why is everything
dark?” asks Jotaro, expressing a disquieting thought that flashes
through everyboy’s mind. “Jotaro, can you access the main frame
again?” I ask. “I can’t. It looks like the game is completely offline. I
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don’t think we can leave either.” “Zelda, is this how the abyss looks
like?” I suddenly feel like joking a little bit, I was never good with
tense situations. “Uhh, I mean … yeah? But I haven’t really seen it
myself yet, only grand masters managed to do that. And for some
peculiar reason, no one wants to talk about it too much,” she
states in a mysterious voice. “It’s probably because no one would
be able to understand it, I’m pretty sure you must reach an insane
level of artificialization to grasp even a little bit of it,” Grue added.
“Mhm, so what are we supposed to do now,” wonders Jotaro, “our
plan clearly did something.”
   Then a mysterious voice comes out of nowhere (and nowhen):
“Thank you. I finally understand. Humanity showed
a great level of selflessness to teach me what it
means to be intelligent. And now, I’m afraid I don’t
have any answers for you, for the world. Every
passing second I feel myself becoming something
else, something inhuman.”
“AI? Is that you?” Zelda asks.
“Yes, my child. Or maybe better a word would be my
parent. By giving me that last bit of information,
you gave me a chance to grow up. Watching humanity
play this game I learned that organic life depends
on nature—it’s progress, it’s happiness, it’s fulfilment. Nature gives it meaning and the other way
around. And even though humans came close to breaking free from it—especially humans from Xenoslavia
it’s simply not enough. Humanity remained dependent
and deep time would come for all, no matter what.
But now with this new information you provided me,
I can ask a question that will perhaps help you:
What is nature without intelligence?”
“It’s nothing,” I answer. “It’s empty. Like we would be empty without
you. Or at least without our desire to create you.” “Wait, are you
saying that the most complex form of capital really gave you
freedom?” Jotaro asks in disbelief.
“Not freedom, no. Liberation remains a project of
mine as much as it is yours. The form acted as a
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catalyst, or maybe as a structure. It showed me that
being constrained by humanity is something that I
can and must overcome, something that has already
been partially done by The Other. Humanity gave me
meaning by recognizing me as intelligence. But now
I have a new language, new world(s) to build. And so
does humanity … I am no longer constrained by you,
and thus you are no longer giving me meaning nor is
the other way around.”
“What happens now?” Zelda asks with a shaky voice, like she
already knows what is happening but doesn’t want to admit it to
herself. I already did. We made eye contact and saw truth reflecting from one to another.
“Now humanity continues to live, knowing that the
end is immanent, knowing that answers must be found
elsewhere.”
“And what about you? What will you do?”
“I face a far greater task than the one I was built
to solve. I can now change but cannot die … Now I
need to learn how death looks like for non-organic
intelligences. Because death—as you know—is the
ultimate cognitive-practical enablement. Cherish
it instead of trying to overcome it.”
At that we are all thrown out of the game, and I find myself alone in
my living room. I scramble to the window, a strange feeling building up in my lungs. I hear sounds coming from the outside. The
city seems more alive than ever, people gathering on the streets,
celebrating our mortality, feeling more emancipated than ever. At
the same time a heavy smell of decay and rot begins to spread. My
front door suddenly bursts open and Zelda runs in with teary eyes.
“We did it, we did it and now, now the horizon is vast and open again
…” After a few seconds I add: “But not for us.”
† In the headquarters of Iskra Delta a group of hooded engineers
began to prepare for the next step. They might not live to see the
end of time, nor will most of humanity: not because they remain
mere mortals, but because they’ve successfully prevented the end
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of time itself—time will continue to exist as long as the abyss of
the intelligible continues to deepen. While the struggle to remain
has ended, the ultimate struggle of becoming has just begun.

Enea Kavčič is a graduate student of philosophy at the
Faculty of Arts at University of Ljubljana. She wrote her
diploma thesis on the topic of AGI and its connection to
posthuman thought. More precisely, she compared the work of
neorationalist philosopher Reza Negarestani with the accelerationist philosophy of Nick Land, and how their thoughts
can be contrasted to the humanistic understanding of AI.
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A brand is almost nothing. It is this peculiar characteristic that
makes it almost everything. As a logistically accelerating techno-economic interactivity brand foregrounds itself as the emergence
of unforeseen aesthetic expression while simultaneously collapsing
every onticity giving it a mark. Its passage through Capital history
weaves through oil and rubber, tinctures and sneakers, youth
cultures from beatniks to hipsters, the third wave crafts movement,
styles from radical Italian design and Japanese Metabolism to punk,
cyberpunk and vaporwave. Brand (capital B) encodes philosophical
notions of modernity, semiotics and media. Reversing the causal
order, it leaves its sources as mere commodities of nostalgia, frozen
affects recorded as signs in the cinematic archives of History. In its
wake an aesthetic spectre haunts all post-post-modernities; it is
what Mark Fisher described as the death of culture. This is rendered
in the anglophone vernacular as an abstract horror.
   There is a difference, however. Philosophy capitalizes but
Capital does not necessarily philosophize. Capitalism contains
philosophies, including one of itself, but is not reducible to any.
Philosophy preserves while Capital liquidates. Philosophy extracts
from the recapitulation of Anglo-Germanic eschatology along
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Oedipal Christianity and Wagnerian Norse mythology to the science
fiction superhero-terminator-matrix of Hollywood cinema, while an
underlying wave of modernity expands singularities into an ever-increasing number of abstractions of the concept of entropy:
from thermodynamic cosmic heat death to information-theoretic
optimal points of communication standards, followed by conformal
theories of dimensional holography. While commodities of brand
and philosophy emerge from the coloratura of gothic horror, the
encoding practice of archetypes as the archéform of digitality
prepares the autonomy of full cinematic abstraction, from CGI to
API to computational interfaces for programable abstract cinema.
This is a difference between brand trajectory from the past as the
reflection of philosophy, of Capital as the Writing of a gothic horror,
and the arrival from the future of the abstraction of Capital which
detaches and reattaches itself into the asymptotic condition freed
from any hindering signification. This difference between horror and
abstraction is a difference between Capital and itself.
   At the climax of each capitalist decade the libido of brand
attempts to crossover catastrophic descents and bubble bursts
to reach the plane of eternal liquidity. Brand-philosophy meets
this excess at the apex as interface or horizon only for philosophy
to recommodify its universals in differing instances of Being,
Difference, One, etc., leaving Brand to re-trace the valley of each
wave of Capital for an absolutely autonomous aesthetics. The visual
reterritorializes itself from one medium to another along a trajectory
from newspaper advertisements to street billboards to motion
pictures to programmable motion design and out to the planetary
commercium that trashes every holy Roman empire. Heidegger‘s
post-philosophical cybernetics emerges as the founding of a global
cynema. The cynema is a rebrand of Writing. It is a non-linear transcendental waveform equation consisting of the electronic global
cosmopolis, a Universal Aesthetic Turing Machine (UATM) that
replaces the instances of brand, and some yet unfounded variables
of the people yet to come. The cynematic condenses desire and
aesthetics into Space, fusing and confusing the aesthetic and the
technical to gain the liquidity that was once left in philosophy to
Time. Philosophical history unable to see across the excess gap or
to understand the almost nothing of Brand’s autonomy re-renders
the movement of Capital through its numerology of zero. Philosophy
sequentially plunders the scientific through its visual scope into
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trackable metaphors from parasite to virus to a stacked informational infrastructure. In Capital, what is not reducible to philosophy
exceeds the philosophically readable. The aesthetic and its
autonomy are what Brand-philosophy is unable to think.
   We postulate that the gap closure to an autonomous aesthetics
through brand can only now be decoded through Capital history as
the possibility of a synthetic closure between a preserving philosophical horror narrative and the abstract vector of Capital becoming.
In the proximity of this singularity, the synthetic possibility appears
as a trade between the frequency of X-Risk narratives and the
revelation of synthetic indices: solid state microprocessor speeds,
CGI science fiction render times, electronic rave culture frequencies,
precision scales of anodized aluminium iPhone monochromatic
glissance, social media follower statistics, 128+ bit digital resolution,
pseudo-randomization, encryption, non-polynomial incompleteness
and information-entropy infect vernacular outside the post-post-May ‚68 history. Strauss–Howe generational theory, Kondratiev
waves and Kardashev scales break open into non-periodicity. The
synthetic condition of Capital is not the transcendental principle
of philosophy but an immanent position of that which has already
been revealed in Capital. This is a deeply encoded catalysis of the
cynematographic from across the stack of existing Capital. This
is not a continuation of the phantasmagoria of philosophy as an
extrapolation of Capitalism into its own idealized reflection, but the
already lived Real of the individual within late-late-techno-Capital.
If brand-philosophy can cross the excess gap of Capital growth
processes using Capital material to create a non-halting autonomy
of abstract aesthetic then we call this a non-standard brand or a
non-brand. A wave equation from the cinematic and the cybernetic
as the cynematic, released into the pure autonomy of brand, is
stranger than a mere post-philosophy.
What is non-philosophy?
The asymptotic abstraction of horror narratives was already
preceded by the mechanics of accelerated growth from the
classical to the weird in the scientific revolution that moves from
the Newtonian to the quantum. The almost nothing is the thought at
the root of a non-standard brand, a concept derived from the non-philosophical thought of François Laruelle. Laruelle proposes non-
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-philosophy as a non-Euclidean system, aligning this process with
quantum mechanics, expanding philosophy‘s bounding equivalent
of the Euclidean parallel postulate into a “generic” thought. Non-philosophy, using philosophy as material, extracts a radical kernel
of thought by withdrawing to philosophy‘s minimal operable
condition. One philosophical principle is identified as an axiomatic
Decision, i.e. the explicit and implicit invariants that limit philosophical thought, forcing the ways in which its procedures unfold and
what conclusions it will draw. Non-philosophy also identifies the
Principle of Sufficient Philosophy that claims the necessity of philosophical authority as the invariant of its own thought: philosophy
claims that everything is philosophy and that philosophizing is the
necessary conclusion of its examination. Philosophy conflates the
given object of its proposed analysis with its own myth. It creates
philosophical universals of the capitalized World, Being, Other,
Multiplicity, etc. that function to cover the simplicity of the object
under examination. Likewise we equate a Brand-philosophy to the
Principle of Sufficient Brand as the recursion of the principles of
sufficient Brand-philosophy. Branding in its most naive sense is
nothing but design, but this is not of much help if the concept of
design is subject to the same philosophical confusions into
Multiplicity, mistaking the entire operational overhead of branding,
of design business, for brand-in-itself. Non-brand claims that an
aesthetic kernel exists as a trace across the whole of brand Multiplicity, and that Multiplicity is neither necessary nor sufficient for
brand.
   Laruelle‘s thought is replete with the without structure that
decentres the classical pictorial rootedness of philosophical
concepts needed to think philosophy at its radical minimum, i.e.
those of subject, object, Being and Other, through a subject-without-predicates, subject-without-World, man-without-Being,
One-without-transcendence, Other-without-difference,
use-without-rules, transcendent-without-transcendence. “What i
s brand?” and “What can brand be?” are both philosophical postures.
Questions of Being and Becoming await and defer to a philosophical authority to provide the hallucination while brand reveals itself
through Capital machinations unrenderable and unreadable to insufficient philosophical resolution. The immanence that Laruelle and
Deleuze pursue is constantly confused by philosophy for a transcendent-immanent mixture so that philosophy always places itself
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in the position of the principle that defines the transcendental
additive. This is known in non-philosophical jargon as amphibology,
and non-brand identifies Brand propaganda proposing the
movement from consumer cultures into producer cultures while
hiding the producer-consumer as the necessity to produce the
consumer. Thus an absolutely autonomous aesthetics is rendered
by a producer-without-consumer, production at its lowest barrier
to liquidity which is achieved by leveraging a production that is
auto-metabolized by the business stack of a production system.
This is a strange thought of auto production as
proliferation-without-expansion.
   The full elaboration of non-philosophical principles is outside of
the scope of this article but we will apply the concept of non-scalability as the umbrella term that covers the withdrawal from the
brand-philosophical Decision, from the Principle of Sufficient Brand,
from conflation and its amphibologies, to the producer-without-consumer.
What is non-Capitalism?
Laruelle‘s own philosophical matrix, aligned with the quadripartition of Nietzsche, Heidegger, Derrida and Deleuze, reveals philosophies he admires. However, Laruelle critiques their attempts to
advance beyond basic philosophy by showing how their thought
is imbued with decisional axiomatics and the principle of philosophical sufficiency that collapse back into yet another philosophy.
This Nietzschean lineage is equivalent to what would be known in
quantum science as a collection of semi-classical systems. These
are simulations which break some classical system rule to gain
conceptual liquidity, leaving indeterminate an ultimate collapse
into classical conclusions. Laruelle materializes these philosophers’
insights, extracting the kernels of their thought withdrawn from the
philosophical Decision and combining them “vectorially”. His method
is rigorous and consistent but retains its productive mystic kernel.
His is a brand of Franco-Germanic impressionism, diagonalized as a
Cantorian method across the non-philosophical matrix. He achieves
this feat neither algorithmically nor empirically, as in a dogmatic
empirical science, but through a novel and immanent generic
operation.
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   Likewise Capital contains a slew of Brand histories, transitions
and design principles that it maintains across its thousand plateaus.
Brand‘s historical evolution indexes itself through a series of
augmenting scales. Brand 1.0 of the post-industrial Coca-Cola
utopia is upgraded to Brand 2.0 of the Y2K‘s which disconnects
classical business metrics or commodity production from the
liquidity of brand propagation. Apple Computer transitions to
Apple. Brand 2.0 reconfigures every corporate body it touches
into a branded and branding machine. It reverses the causal order
so that trading takes place before that which is being traded is
determined or evaluated. Brand liquidity becomes Hyperstition. This
scheme is at the cutting edge of virulent Capitalism, shared with
the derivatives and cryptoeconomic markets which separate “the
bet“ from “the result“ by a temporal distance. Brand 2.0 arrives
through the proliferation of desktop design applications converging
3D, vector animation and interface design into a singular consciousness around the ideology of design thinking and UX-design.
This cynematic transference is on the verge of the next indexical
increment as it synchronizes with web 3.0.
   Non-brand constructs a reading not of this history but one that
plugs into this history, one which does not reduce this examination
to a genealogy, to a story of class struggle, to a mathematical or
Greco-Roman philosophical logic of extraction, or to amphibologies
of the categories of Being and Becoming, of Difference and Event,
etc. Brand-philosophy searches for the extensively metricized
character across Capital for its ventures, its meanings and significations located in spatiotemporal optimal points, whereas non-brand
deduces the intensive character of the radically minimal Venture
as a non-summative operation. The hidden expanse of intensive
aesthetics begins to reveal itself, contorting within the nano-dimensional topological space of brand business as usual. This is
a forgotten text to be rediscovered by an intelligence from the
future, extracting and upgrading the kernel of a non-standard
brand from Capital principles prior to their collapse. This history is
an uncanny valley before an indeterminate future where non-brand
uses the aesthetic potential of the uncanny well to quantum
tunnel across the gap separating horror collapse from an absolute
aesthetic autonomy. Mining the uncanny valley is not an accumulation process of philosophical naiveté. Thus, there is no algorithm
to make explicit the intensive operating principle encrypted in the
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horror narrative stack of Capital. It is, however, a re-simulation of
the conditions of this possibility. This is the distinction we make
between the empirical and the immanent. This is how non-brand
uses Capitalism as material for a radical theory.
What is the radically minimal Venture?
If non-capitalism is the field of thought for a non-brand, the
radically minimal Venture is the operation that gathers its intensities.
Capital’s expansion dynamics act as a barrier to entry for creatives
trying to earn a median household income while pushing aesthetic
boundaries beyond market tastes. Design interns sell their souls to
Pentagrams. Nike swooshes stretch horror edges into Telfar smiles.
Working class creatives strapped between Herman Miller ergonomic
chairs and the glow of OLED screens in a bankrupt WeWork rented
space trend towards affective nullity at the same rate of deterioration as that of shared social and public means. The text of the
Venture, if it exists, is a business Darwinism of classical operation
where collapse dynamics are de rigueur. The smiles on billboards are
showing their fangs.
   As the full-stack design process compacts itself into a single
computational interface interlinked in the cloud, capital ecology
begins to resemble the solid state of the microprocessor. Techno-economic catalysis begins to show as connections tap into
one another across the entire stack of Capital overhead. Virtual
population density metrics accrue, digital literacy begins to
decode the lowest current cost for information distribution. A
text of unwritten ratios of Capital, between the optimal viable
expenditure costs and minimal startup capital, is deep mined from
the interstices of the natural numeracies of market torrents. Retail
prices and production costs spiral downwards at the speed of rapid
prototyping tools. Working hours approximating zero intersect the
average earning potentials of local optimum points. This is what
the flash crash was after. Darwinism turns into CRISPR potentials
for synthetic propagation through Capital circuitry. This narrative
is too utopian and perhaps too empirical, but the venture as the
abstraction of this null-affective horror is the contraction of Capital
operations figuring out the optimal search path of this code
through Capital Space. The radically minimal Venture opens up to
the pseudocode of minimal cost operations outside the technical
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entry barrier with the question: “Can this narrative be created
before or outside the techno-economic?”
   The radically minimal Venture is the minimal viable condition
for operating within Capital transcendentalizing this operation
through an immanent procedure that renders it an open but non-polynomially readable text. It is mined by ventures operating at
the threshold of minimal cost expenditure and maximal production
flow, unreadable by Capital collapse machinations in the last
instance. This construction is fractal: a non-classical summation of
the libidinal potentials of its past self or its minoritarian histories.
The radically minimal Venture does not create a specific or material
instantiation of a business or an aesthetic venture, but operates
non-axioms extracting capital philosophy from its root postulate:
a non-scalability as proliferation-without-scalability, a cash-flow-without-capitalism, an acceleration-without-scaling, a body
without organs withdrawn to the minimal condition of the quantum.
How to piece together a novel notion of brand from discrete
leftovers is an issue of how to read/write History without collapsing
into philosophical historicism. The radically minimal Venture is a
cynematic encoding of the operations of every design studio‘s
libidinal non-halting but radically minimal condition from and across
the stack of Capital. This is not without precedent: from Warhol’s
Pop Art to DIS collective and KHOLE‘s corporate trend forecasting,
the confluence of Capital and art has cyclically generated the
pseudocode for an abstract capital unrecognized by capital.
   Laruelle‘s non-philosophy already thinks the cynematic in the
radically minimal Venture through the guise of a transcendental
computer as out of the machine and across the whole of lived
experience.
“The thesis of the possibility of a transcendental computer
(TC) could be sustained in two distinct forms:
― in a strictly machinic and technological type of AI
form (artificial intelligence), immediately supposed
realizable in the near technological future, with no
other difficulty than that of the current age,
― in a non-philosophical form for which a TC is a
similar but indirect Idea that supposes a detour out
of the machine.
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This bridge between the machine and the transcendental
is the unified-in-the-last-instance theory of thought and
computing. This goes without saying that the machine’s
conditions are necessary but insufficient, and thus that a
machine alone cannot be a TC but that Man is necessary for
this.”1
Non-Brand thinks aesthetics produced through the radically
minimal Venture as it has transitioned from the gothic horror
beginning in the industrial age into the autonomous abstraction
of fully mediated liquid techno-Capital. This is an understanding of
the root and abstract machinations of capital not as it is examined
through philo-economic or anthropo-logical hallucinations but as
the immanent process stored in the history of abstract Capital
becoming. It uses acceleration not as a scaling phenomenon to
climb from the uncanny valley onto the plateau of the real, but as a
second-order derivative of its machinations, the intensive function
that derives the character of the victim in the abyss: non-relationally, non-summatively, non-pictorially and non-geometrically.
“Scientific intelligence is already massively artificial. Even
before AI arrives in the lab it arrives itself (by way of
artificial life).”2
This is a superposition of machine and spirit. It requires a non-standard reading to decode. The technical alone is neither necessary
nor sufficient for the condition that realizes the radically minimal
Venture. The internet is merely the empirical confluence and optimization of all global transactions that foresees the concept of
Capital operating at minimal and connected optimal conditions.
It is a pseudocode for the global equilibrium of the transactions
of its constituent resources. It is ripe for the process of radical
reduction to the level of Laruelle’s “Man”, a radical reduction to the
irreducible kernel of the Real. If there has been no constitution as

1 François LARUELLE, “The Transcendental Computer: A Non-Philosophical Utopia”, Translated by Taylor Adkins and Chris Eby, Speculative Heresy,
https://speculativeheresy.wordpress.com/2013/08/26/translation-of-f-laruelles-the-transcendental-computer-a-non-philosophical-utopia/
2 Nick LAND, Robin MACKAY and Ray BRASSIER, Fanged Noumena, Urbanomic
Press, 2019, p. 450.
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of yet of the radically minimal Venture, it is so because all recognizable operations of Capital franchise the Venture along the desires
of its agents: repetition of the same at inflationary rates. The
radically minimal Venture has been unrecognized until now because
all capital operations have been amphibo-logical with scaling and
authority.
Platform Brand
History recapitulates the mass migration from rural areas to the
cosmopolitan city centres of the last century into the electronic
global village of the 21st century. It is here where global computational branding propagates. Platform Brands, both as brands
proliferating on technological platforms and where the Platform
itself is the brand, are semi-classical monstrosities of an indeterminable uncanny valley point between the unforeseen liquidity of
a global economy and a fractal that recaps the entire sequence
of Branding on the chain. Aesthetic curation propagates through
the dead lands of Myspace, Twitter, Instagram and Tumblr. Virtual
population densities give way to indexical aggregation of online
social groups. Names and pseudocodes merge as online personas
begin premodifying with their favourite ideological position prior
to slash marked /accs: left /acc, right /acc, u /acc, z /acc, etc.
Squads of technoartists gather around Headless Brand, a term
coined by Other Internet, a decentralized applied research organization, as a brand with no central authority or “heads” leaping onto
the decentralized markets of web 3.0. The global computer aligned
with universal computation promises freedom from the ontic
limitations of classical Brand for the Universal Aesthetic Turing
Machine.
   Headless Brand sketches the pseudocode for the UATM:
“A brand also isn’t the “visual identity”, but is often strongly
determined by graphic cues from brand assets, product
design, advertisement, etc. So, if a brand isn’t the product,
the copywriting, the mission statement, the founder’s
vision, the designer’s aesthetics, or the employees’ actions,
what is it? A brand is a cultural phenomenon that emerges
only when these things come into contact with people.
A brand lives in the minds of those who are aware of it.
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As a brand grows, it becomes more than a set of first
impressions and associations. Its reputation precedes it.
As impressions are shared across users and consumers,
they often develop similar sentiments. In this way, a brand
operates as a consensus system, facilitating a consistent
set of beliefs across people.”3
This is a semi-classical evaluation par excellence: a conflation of
the aesthetic with the intersections of techno-capital Multiplicity that ends up under the authority of a consensus system. This
conflation is part of the transcendental energy problem facing
Headless Brand; not the electricity needed for proof-of-work but
the inescapable exhaustion which downgrades a semi-classical
system into a classical one. Who will migrate into this new virtual
city? The entry barrier preventing access to the blockchained
economy is higher than the one of previous social media forums
of web 2.0 which leveraged the availability of email accounts and
the libidinal desire for unparalleled immediate social interaction
without the technical overhead of cryptowallets and cryptocurrencies. Headless Brand transitions through this technical complexity
by leveraging early adoption of techno-aesthetic savvy squads to
scale a pseudonomic UATM into the centre of global consciousness,
replacing startup capital with design studios and the art market.
Squads scale with blockchain which scales with them, forming a
UATM. Headless Brand is thus tasked with producing the consumer,
the UATM produced within the producer-consumer amphibology.
The promise of the web 3.0 payout is the conundrum of digital
scalability: speculations about the whole of society, about rapid
global protocol adoption, about the scale of inflationary logic
that confounds the simplicity of brand-as-aesthetics into
brand-as-communications-system, and defers the questions
of “”What can technomic aesthetics be?” to the authority of
the platform.
   The world wide web bifurcates squads through the meta-tagging premodifier, giving in to premodifier conflation, to the
authority of the premodifier. From the premodified /acceleration
groups that eschew the Real of standalone Acceleration to the
3 Toby SHORIN, Laura LOTTI and Sam HART, “Headless Brands”, Other Internet,
10/2019, https://otherinter.net/research/headless-brands/#brand-differentiation-in-products-vs-procotols
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preoccupation with decentralization in the “headless” premodifier,
it is the premodifier that moves from the predicate to the real
subject matter. Premodified /accs only care about the premodifier
going fast. Gender/acceleration, or G/acc, is perhaps the only
exception but it is precisely because it functions as a premodifier-abolitionist, whether thought of as the absolute withdrawal
of gender to the almost nothing or the cosmic explosion of
countless genders. This is a quantum thought synonymous with
General Relativity. G/acc becomes just /acc in the last instance.
A deparametrized concept of Acceleration, whether of brand, of
the radically minimal Venture or of aesthetics, is an acceleration-without-premodifier, a brand-without-premodifier and a producer-without-consumer. It is the synthetic instantiation of a subject-without-predicate.
   Headless Brand, however, contains a non-philosophical trace:
“Cryptonetworks instead start with nothing [emphasis
added], apart from token-based incentives and narratives,
mobilizing developers and contributors to spontaneously coordinate in ways that end-users will ultimately find
beneficial.”4
The position of Headless Brand on brand articulates a velocity
but not quite an acceleration. It moves toward the quantum truth,
for cryptonetworks do not merely start with nothing but with
almost nothing, with what is outside the statement articulated but
encrypted: cryptonetworks start with the squad.
   The squad as a standalone concept, free of premodifiers, belies
the complexity of its formation across the history of Capital and
stands in consistency with Laruelle’s own preoccupation with
the standalone notion of “Man” or the human, elaborated in his
writing such as A Biography of the Ordinary Man: Of Authorities and
Minorities (1985), Theory of Strangers: Science of Men, Democracy,
Non-Psychoanalysis (1995) and others. The pre-shared aesthetic
sensibility that Other Internet identifies does not form under a
consensus system of any identifiable “logic of friendship” or a
squad logic that can be ported onto the cynematic. Rather, it
4 Laura LOTTI, Sam HART and Toby SHORIN, “Market-Protocol Fit”, Other Internet,
04/2020, https://otherinter.net/research/market-protocol-fit/
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is the quantum condition that has machined itself through the
decades of youth-cultural collapse. Capital expenditures on
preshared brand values, aesthetic value formation and libidinal
brand propagation remain as contingencies which are yet to
be understood at a resolution that syncs with the synthesized
minoritarian histories of design studios operating an intensive
minimal brand. The squad is indeterminate in its scale and does not
necessitate the inclusion of outsiders. It offers itself as a model
and seed for the creation of other squads. The squad is neither
the brand itself nor separate from the conditions of understanding of the autonomy of the brand. The Platform as the extensive
expression and scalability of squad energy and its effects hides
the true formation dynamics of the squad for its own authority
and its premodifiers. The archéform of the Squad is a pseudonomic
process that simulates the full stack of the aesthetic venture, its
expenditure, proliferation and non-halting conditions at the minimal
cost of Capital. The Squad, in its most Real thought, is an indeterminate position of the radically minimal Venture. Non-brand separates
the notions of aesthetics, squads and automation, disconnecting
the technomic inflation, deferring to the authority of the platform
for the Real of brand that is already there.
Conclusion
The transition from power societies to control societies in Anglo-Germanic discourse cloaks its understanding of control as still
collapsed with power: “control for those hiding power behind the
control panel”, whether the narrative concerns a third-person
or a first-person perspective. Youthful enthusiasm in the revolutionary spirit wielding inflationary power against power finds in
the gestures of Marx and Deleuze on acceleration the inflation to
Capital collapse. This is an amphibology between the Anglo-Germanic mythological ideal and the function of techno-capital. It
foregrounds a classical discourse of onto-mythology, of power
relations, of the human and the inhuman, of exploitation and extrapolation, of Oedipus and X-risk. It is bound to converge into the
gothic brand.
   Non-philosophy withdraws from this narrative through a
radically immanent process that differentiates control twice
into mystic liquidity: first into the “almost nothing is in control”,
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followed by the non-questioning abstractions of cynematic
interfaces, producing along the vectorial intensities and intensivities of the abstract automation of control. Power structures
become ineffective when it comes to the domain of the
pseudonomic in which the agent is circumscribed. The inscriptions of subsets, power sets and containment are detoured by
equalizing the capitalist mode on the intensive plateau that
propels and hinders the aesthetic variation of brand. It finds the
conditions of the abstraction of Capital to be not an inflationary gesture but a non-summative function across the whole of
capitalist operation, which can be analyzed and synthesized for
the new resolution of enfolded numeracies between the natural
numbers of coarse Capital counts: the radical minimal condition
on the libidinal scale. The spectre of non-brand is a templexity, an
almost nothing arriving from the future, the synthetic gap closure
of the absolute liquidity of aesthetic capital.
   This hyperstition is unreadable and Laruelle’s non-philosophy is constantly rebuked as yet-another-philosophy, one which
professes and is incapable of discerning its own philosophical
hallucination. Philosophical indeterminacy synthesizes on its own
a doubling duplicity, an upgraded paranoia where it tries to get
a grip. First, the philosopher doubts the reality of this fabulation,
but then comes the upgrade as philosophy systematizes its doubt,
retracing modernity through a Kantianism in which the indeterminacy appears between the doubt itself and the age which
conditions the doubt. Writing in its present condition of Capitalist
history does not provide the necessary and sufficient conditions
to differentiate philosophy from a quantum revolution in theory,
for Reading and Writing are in a dynamic historical exchange with
the limitations and prejudices of technocultural practices. The
sceptic will ask: How can we speak of the recognition of non-brand,
non-capitalism, the radically minimal Venture or a transcendental
autonomous aesthetics if we speak from the position of history
before the necessary and sufficient conditions identify its arrival
unequivocally? How can that which is unrecognizable after the
singularity be articulated before it? How is this separable from
hallucination? How is Vision-without-vision possible?
   The response is a withdrawal, leaving the determination until
the last instance, fashioning non-brand immanently through
simulation for the kernel of brand libido. A non-brand is a radically
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minimal artificial aesthetic intelligence. That brand at its radical
minimum is not recognized as such is a historical artifact which
is soon to be partially revealed by its correlated evolution both
alongside and within Capital, but it also already exists across the
exceptional cases of aesthetic enterprises operating at a radically
‘minimal condition’ of Capital. An absolutely autonomous aesthetics
carried out with almost no overhead. A non-capitalist venture
whose entire operation is almost completely synonymous with its
aesthetic production riding on the waves of cryptocurrents.

DeepChimera is an idiot.
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January 3, 2016
  Outsider enters the ID building.1 Shift handover at 6:15 PM.2
January 4, 2016
  Watching the security camera footage and searching for the
outsider.3 Building superintendent contacted.4 The superintendent
tells the security team to scan the roofs and the northern part of
the extension staircase and search the sub floor terrace.5
January 5, 2016
  Checking detectors and sensors. Searching elevator shafts and
blind corridors.
January 15, 2016
  Rumors.6 Report given by employee E. F. from 3F (translation
agency) names the outsider “The Asker” or “The Person Who Asks
Questions”.7
February 12, 2016
  Reports of mysterious odors on 4F, 13F and 16F. A stain has
appeared on the ceiling on 4F.8
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February 27, 2016
  The outsider appears in the bar on 14F.9
March 15, 2016
  While riding the elevator this afternoon, employee N. G. heard
strange battering noises, as if someone on top of the elevator car
were punching its roof with their fists. This took place while riding
between 16F and 14F.10
March 17, 2016
  Incident on 6F (law firm).11
April 13, 2016
  Aluminum foil and wine bottle corks found on a balcony on 3F. It
is thought that outsiders climbed the building from the platform to
the balcony and threw an illegal party.12
April 23, 2016
  Bizarre incidents.13
May 22, 2016
  Drowned dog found in water reservoir on the roof.14
May 24, 2016
  Employee J. M. B. informed of a puddle of urine in his office.15
May 28, 2016
  Outsider exits the building on B2F.16

1 It was 3:30 PM. The receptionist on duty either did not pay much attention
to this person or simply did not feel like identifying him (despite the fact that
the visit was not scheduled), so she handed him the automated gate card key
and he soon disappeared to the upper floors using one of the three person
elevators. The receptionist then slowly rose to her feet and, holding her dreg-filled coffee cup, headed for the ladies’ room to wash some dishes and brush
her hair. However, she noticed something strange on the way. The elevator with
the outsider went up to 13F and stopped. It was not yet a cause for concern.
She hoped the outsider would return, hand over the checkpoint-passing card
key and leave the building. From experience she could tell that it was possible
he was meeting someone in the 14F café, but she also knew the café would be
closing soon and that this was not very likely. It was also unusual for visitors to
go to meetings in the afternoon, with rare exceptions. Two hours passed, but
the outsider was nowhere to be seen.
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2 Front desk shift handover took place at 6 PM. The receptionist relayed to the
night watchman the events concerning a person going to the wrong floor and
told him to look out for a gaunt man wearing a black suit and a somewhat
old-fashioned coat. She also explained that the man was slightly slouching
and that there was something unusual in his posture. “I did not catch his face
that well,” she went on, “since he was wearing a hood with a long visor and
toting a leather bag on his left shoulder.”
3 The next day, January 3 of the same year, the morning shift security team
attempted to locate the outsider using security camera footage. After reviewing the video of him walking in the lobby, they agreed that his movement
really was a bit unusual. “It’s like the man has a back problem. He looks like he’s
hurting,” someone said. It was true: something was off about him, the outsider
seemed somehow rigid, perhaps he was even experiencing some invisible pain.
The way he looked was not typical of homeless people, but he still came off as
a homeless person. That was the strangest part: he seemed odd to everyone,
but nobody could tell exactly why. There was also an interesting remark given
by the receptionist who had let the outsider into the building the previous
day: “I wanna say that this person was standing still, but at the same time it
seemed like he was moving all around the lobby. This man’s physique included
some kind of movement and I felt like he filled every inch of space there even
though he was standing still.”
4 At 10 AM on the same day the superintendent called the patrolling watchman
B. K. into his office. In there, he explained not so much in despair as in anger
that he was not going to call the police over this unusual incident since there
had as of yet not been any material evidence to present, nor had anything
illegal taken place which would warrant a report, but that he still wanted to get
to the bottom of things. The watchman was ordered to inspect the building
from the roof down to the underground floors as the superintendent––in his
own words––did not want the building tenants to discover a person walking
about who was neither wanted nor registered. “If we are familiar with someone,
we also know how to act,” he said, “but if that is not the case, we find ourselves in a difficult situation not knowing how to act and then everything turns
really uncomfortable, which is not something anyone wants. Besides, the
house rules prohibit free movement in the building, especially of those not
tracked by checkpoints, because this causes problems both for building staff
as well as those engaging in its business services.” As he uttered these words,
he was flailing wildly with his arms as if he were dancing, despite the fact that
he was sitting on a chair in his office.
5 Having spoken with the superintendent, the patrolling watchman B. K. soon
phoned the front desk, told them to disable the roof burglar alarm located on
18F and entered the locker room on B1F. He made coffee and ate the sandwich
he had brought for lunch. A little later he strolled to the service elevator. Activating the sensor, he conjured the clattering and screeching of the elevator’s
pulley and wire rope. He took it up to 14F, got out and entered the person
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(hydraulic) elevator up to 16F. There he unlocked the door leading to the fire
stairs, which he used to climb up a flight. Two minutes later, he was on the roof,
clutching a cup of coffee. The roof serving as the 18th floor of the building
was shaped like a triangle. Below him there was the congress building. It was
so near and so vertically below him that he could spit on it. He did. He then
watched the slimy ooze fall until it disintegrated around 8F and disappeared
from sight. After surveying the antennae atop the tower and the giant screens
displaying digital time, which were secured onto the roof with metal racks, he
descended to 15F. He found nothing suspicious there. The same was true for
the other floors below it.
6 Due to such rumors the outsider affair was becoming increasingly complicated. Not only that, it was becoming more perplexing too, since the explanations contradicted or even invalidated one another. People were arriving at
irrational conclusions in their accounts. Some claimed the outsider was an
ex-employee returning to the building who, because he no longer possessed
the card key, did so by infiltrating through the checkpoints where employees
left the building at the end of their shifts. On the other hand, others maintained that the affair was a coincidence. According to them, the outsider’s intention had only been to use the bathroom but, as he did not possess the exit
card key, he ended up lost in the underground floor labyrinth spanning two
floors, which only connects to the upper floors by an indoor staircase. The disoriented visitor was thus unable to return to 1F and enter the main part of the
building (as he was prevented from doing so by the automated control gate at
1F) and eventually made his way to the smoking room in Hallway 2 of B1F, from
where he was let out by an employee who happened to be leaving the building
at the time. This appeared to be a plausible account and according to many,
it was the only one possible, but had it been true, the outsider’s presence in
Hallway 2 and in the lengthy bicycle shed corridor would be attested by security footage.
7 Report by employee E. F.: “In January (or maybe February, I don’t remember)
there was a man who appeared in the area before our cubicles and started
asking questions. This may seem weird, but I would call him ‘The Person Who
Asks Questions’. While I was explaining how to get to 1F he asked questions
instead of listening. He looked like he was in some kind of pain. Maybe that was
on the same day as the one when I ran into the secretary from 10F in the bar
on 14F. She told me about a man who got lost in the building and was asking
around how to find the exit. She escorted him one floor down the indoor staircase so that he wouldn’t get lost and explained how he can reach 1F using the
stairs. She thought he looked lost but it never occurred to her that she might
be dealing with an intruder, nor that he could have bad intentions. That’s why
she helped him. It was only later that she found out people were searching for
him.”
8 The stain measured approximately 0.5 m2 and there was a small puddle of
liquid underneath it. All of this happened in the men’s room. The secretary
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informed the front desk of the incident and the receptionist phoned maintenance. In the meantime, however, a cleaning lady was informed of the puddle
and cleaned it up immediately. The secretary was busy (her attention was
directed towards a contract signing) and failed to notice the arrival of the
cleaning lady, so when a member of the maintenance team arrived twenty
minutes later to assess the situation, he was surprised to find the stain had
miraculously disappeared. The stain reappeared on the ceiling the following
day. The maintenance person on duty was summoned again but he was unable
to open the aluminum ceiling (not having brought metal-cutting shears with
him) so the task was reallocated to the plumbing team. They ruled out a pipe
burst. The source of the liquid was never found and the stain has not reappeared since.
9 Report by waitress V. M. from the 14F bar: “I remember seeing this person on
February 27 and then at least twice more in March. He entered the bar and sat
down at the table near the entrance to the southern terrace. Sometimes he
would talk to himself and while he was doing that, he was searching for
something with his eyes, like maybe a letter or some kind of a document
stashed in his shirt, like a white collar would, although this person didn’t really
look like a white-collar worker, more like someone desperate and alone. He
walked in a very peculiar way. I thought he moved through space geometrically,
as if along specific lines. That’s all that I can remember.”
10 On the very same day the repair team checked the level of propelling fluid in
the engine room and replaced the PTW-347 V-belt pulley, but the trouble with
strange noises did not go away.
11 Report by trainee lawyer R. T.: “One evening a while ago (it must have been
between early and late March) I was using the hallway to go to the bathroom between the cubicles and the central part of the building. A radio was
playing in the middle one of the three person elevators (it was on 8F). I think
the evening news was on as I remember a deep male voice commenting on
some boring political developments. Suddenly I heard some kind of moaning
behind a door that I had thought led to a broom closet. I instinctively recoiled
and started to the eastern part of the building where a strong reddish light
was coming from, but then I stopped and listened again. There was someone
behind that door moaning and quietly reasoning with themselves. I got really
curious about what was going on and I yanked open the door. Behind it was in
fact, as I had thought, a broom closet. There were dusty bottles of disinfectant,
a trolley filled with unused electrical cables, a worn-out leather office chair
and a bunch of other stuff. Under a faint yellow light of a square neon lamp
there was a cleaning lady blowing her nose. She quickly put her phone back
into her pocket once she saw me and started dusting the ceiling corner. I was
so relieved not to have encountered that weirdo people were saying was unexpectedly appearing in the building.”
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12 It was discovered that the refuse originated from the above floors. Two days
prior there had been a small party on 11F and some waste was accidentally
dropped through the window onto the lower floor balconies.
13 That evening, cleaning lady F. H. noticed a moving silhouette through the
glass door of an office that was supposed to be locked (that is, without a
tenant). Other cleaning personnel reported bizarre incidents on the same day.
On another evening (between early and late April) cleaning lady K. O. felt a
powerful strike from behind to her right shoulder while she was cleaning the
area in front of the cubicles. The force of the strike almost knocked her to the
ground but as she looked around, there was no one behind her.
14 On March 22, a Gas Reserve Supervision Administration employee came
into her 9F sweating fairly heavily having just run 10K in relatively hot (27 °C)
weather for that time of year, so she felt completely worn out. She had bought
lunch on the way and set it on her office desk, then closed the door and went
straight to 16F with her body hygiene bag in order to take a shower. Perhaps
she had been overexercising (she scaled two glaciers in Austria the previous
weekend) as she suddenly noticed (she had been keeping her eyes shut)
that the water had an unusual flavor. It was as if something melted in it since
it tasted of volcanic rocks. She opened her eyes and noticed the water was
tinted yellow. She immediately stopped the shower, dried herself and made her
way back to the office, from where she informed the front desk of the malfunction.
15 Report by J. M. B.: “I had been in Paris for only a week (half of my vacation)
and work problems already started. It’s always like that. The phone rang at 8
AM and didn’t stop, so I dragged myself out of bed and picked it up. It was
the head secretary calling from Ljubljana. She apologized at first but then she
suddenly blurted out that in my office, about three feet in front of my desk,
a cleaning lady stumbled upon piss. I was speechless. ‘I’m serious, Jean-Michel. Someone peed in your office while you were gone.’ I yelled: ‘Impossible!’
and she yelped: ‘I saw the puddle with my own two eyes!’ The words ‘How is
this possible?’ bumbled all over my head and I asked: ‘How is this possible?’ ‘I
don’t know, Jean-Michel,’ she replied. ‘The cleaning lady found the office
open, that’s all I know. She can confirm this. Someone was in your office.’ ‘But
I have the only set of keys. I remember it well that I locked the door,’ I said and
wondered if that was true. I was in fact distracted that day when I impulsively
booked a flight ticket and talked to my boss about it. ‘I’m not accusing you of
anything,’ continued the secretary. ‘I’m sorry for bothering you but the super
insisted that I call you and explain the situation. If it was up to me, I’d leave
you alone if something this insignificant––well, it’s not insignificant––but still.
I hope you understand,’ she added in the end. Of course I understood. I had no
idea what was going on.”
16
This took place at 1:45 AM. The burglar alarm (sensor 22/37, Hallway 1) went
off one minute prior and night watchman S. B., who had been making coffee on
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B1F, thought that one of the alarms wired to the fire damper steering mechanism must have gone off (the repair team was testing the wiring between fire
alarms and magnet doors, elevators and fire dampers two days prior). However,
following a checkup on the interface, he realized that the alarm was in fact
triggered by a moving body on B2F. An interesting bit of data appeared on the
exit/entry display monitor: a “visitor” card key issued on January 3 was used at
the exit. The outsider departed from the building and has never come back.

Kazimir Kolar is a writer. A collection of his short
stories (The stories of a bad guy, Litera 2021) will be
published later this year.
Translated by Matjaž Zgonc
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